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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SIZE EFFECTS IN
MICROFORMING PROCESSES
by
Sunal Ahmet Parasiz
University of New Hampshire, December 2008

The products of miniaturization, such as mobile phones, personal digital assistants,
computers and other electronic devices have become an indispensable part of our daily
lives. Nowadays, more and more industrial products including some medical and electromechanical products contain micro scale metal parts such as connector pins, resistor caps,
screws, contact springs and chip lead frames. Miniaturization brings the challenge of
realizing the production of these microscale metals parts. Microforming, due to its well
known advantages of high production rates, excellent material utilization, and low costs,
is a promising manufacturing method compared to the alternative processes in this field.
However, well-established conventional, macroscale metal forming processes can not
simply be miniaturized without considering possible size effects.
The goal of this research was to determine if deformation size effects occur with
miniaturization. Both deformation size effects with respect to specimen size and grain

size were considered through the investigation of two processes, microextrusion and
microbending. In both of these forming processes, deformation gradients are generated
through the cross-sections of the specimens. To analyze these deformation size effects,

xiii

the distribution of the deformation was characterized by micohardness evaluations. In
addition for microextrusion, X-Ray pole figure analyses and microstructure analyses
were also performed.
For both processes, the deformation distribution through the cross sections of the
fine grained specimens is not affected significantly by the specimen size (i.e. deformation
distribution is independent from the specimen size) since the hardness profiles for the all
specimen sizes are similar. However, as the specimen size is miniaturized, the
deformation distribution of the coarse grained specimens deviates from the fine grained
ones, and from the larger size specimens. In addition, as the specimen size decreases the
coarse grained specimens have higher hardness increase values at the central region
compared to fine grained specimens. This occurs due to the penetration of deformation
from highly strained outer regions to the less strained inner regions (or expansion of the
highly deformed regions).

xiv

INTRODUCTION

The current trend towards miniaturization of systems and devices brings the
challenge of fabricating microscale parts in a reliable, cost effective, and environmentally
friendly manner at high production rates. From this perspective, microforming, which is
metal forming at the microscale, is a promising method due to its well known advantages,
such as high throughput, near net shape capabilities, and excellent material utilization. In
Fig. 1, examples of microformed parts are given [1].
However, well-established conventional, macroscale metal forming processes can
not simply be miniaturized without considering possible size effects [1,2]. The term size
effect refers to changes in material properties, frictional effects, etc. that occur with
miniaturization and are associated with the material, process, tooling and/or machines
used [3]. In this thesis, deformation size effects during microextrusion and microbending
with respect to grain and specimen size are investigated.

Figure 1 Examples of microformed metal parts [1].

1

With miniaturization, the product and process dimensions are scaled down;
however, the dimensions related to the microstructure of the material such as grain size
remain constant. In a macroscale specimen, numerous grains exist through the crosssection. Although the individual grains have anisotropic mechanical properties, the
polycrystalline material behaves as a homogeneous continuum. However, at the
microscale, when the specimen feature size approaches the grain size, the properties of
individual grains cause inhomogeneous elastic and plastic deformations to occur. In
microforming, the result is inconsistency and scattering in the process parameters, such as
process force [4-8] and irregularities in the final shape of the products [3,8]. In Fig. 2, a
shape irregularity after a microscale backwards can extrusion is shown [3]. The wall
thickness of the workpiece is only 8 urn and the grains are relatively coarse,
approximately 200 um. As a result, the shape irregularity occurs.
wall thicknessf

Figure 2 Shape irregularity after a microscale backwards can extrusion [3].
Another aspect of miniaturization is the increased importance of the surface
region. At the microscale, as the dimensions decrease, the surface to volume ratio
increases significantly. Thus, surface related phenomenon such as the effect of surface

2

grains on strength of material and friction become more important. See Fig. 3 for a
schematic of increased importance of surface with miniaturization.
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Figure 3 As dimensions decrease, the surface to volume ratio increases.
As specimen dimensions are scaled down the share of the surface grains in the
total volume increases. Less constrained surface grains deform more easily than interior
grains. Thus, in general a decrease in the specimen size, results in a decrease in the
overall strength of the material [1-4, 6]. In Fig. 4, the effect of sheet thickness on the
strength of the sheet material is given [9]. The grain size is constant and as the sheet
thickness decreases the share of surface grains in the total volume of the material
increases. As a result, the strength of the sheet material decreases. In addition, as the
sheet thickness decreases an increase in the scattering of the strength is observed due to
the sometimes favorable, sometimes unfavorable orientation of individual grains with
respect to the deformation. The decrease in the strength of the material with
miniaturization due to the effect of surface grains leads to lower process forces relative to
the process dimensions (when the deformed area has free surfaces like in the air bending
process) [2, 4, 6-8,10]. Another general size effect that occurs with miniaturization is the
decrease of uniform and necking elongation in tensile tests [2, 3].
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Sheet thickness, u m
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Figure 4 Tensile tests of aluminum sheets which have constant grain size and various
sheet thicknesses [9].
The effect of miniaturization on friction has also been investigated. It has been
shown that friction increases significantly with miniaturization in the case of lubrication
with oil [2, 3, 11-14]. This frictional behavior was explained by the model of open and
close, i.e. dynamic and static lubricant pockets. During forming, the lubricants become
trapped between the deformed asperities (closed lubricant pockets). However, with
miniaturization, the ratio of open to closed lubricant pockets increases, which allows
more lubricant to escape and produces to a flatter surface and higher friction [2, 3, 1114]. The same research group found that friction is size-independent when no lubrication
is used [11].
Krishnan et al. [15] investigated the effect of miniaturization using forward

microextrusion process for a no lubrication condition. Their results indicate that the
friction coefficient for geometrically similar pins is constant until the extruded diameter
is less than 1 mm, after which the friction coefficient decreases.

4

Another size effect which has been investigated is process model size effects, i.e.,
variations required to process models to accurately capture manufacturing parameters
such as force. Onyancha et al. [16] investigated variations in the force during
microextrusion. In order to more accurately predict the force values, an increased shear
deformation term was incorporated into a well established macroscale process model.
Similarly, for microbending [17-19], process model assumptions were modified in order
to accurately predict the bending force in the process.
As mentioned previously, with miniaturization the number of grains in the
forming volume decreases significantly. This results in more inhomogeneous deformation
which decreases the formability and accuracy of the final geometry of the parts. To solve
this problem warm forming of microparts has been investigated [5, 20]. It was shown that
warm microforming improves material flow, produces a more homogenized hardness
distribution, and reduces scatter in process parameters.
Additionally, in some deformation processes at the microscale, such as bending
and torsion, a significant miniaturization causes steep strain gradients to exist and the
generation of additional geometrically necessary dislocations, GNDs. As a result, the
workpieces experience strain gradient hardening and the deformation forces increase
significantly [22,23]. Strain gradient hardening of wires subjected to torsional loading
and microbent thin sheets, which have diameters and thicknesses less than 100 urn, has
been reported [21,23,24]. Fig. 5 shows that the shear strength in microtorsion of thin
copper wires increases by a factor of 3 as the wire diameter decreases from 170 um to 12
um [21].
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Figure 5 Strain gradient hardening in microtorsion of thin copper wires [15].
When a crystal is deformed so that steep plastic strain gradients are present within
it, the material work hardens more than if such gradients were not present [25]. In his
pioneering paper in 1970 on inhomogeneous deformation, Ashby introduced the
distinction between statistically stored dislocations, SSDs, and geometrically necessary
dislocations, GNDs [26]. The density of SSDs is associated with the amount of plastic
strain whereas the density of GNDs is directly proportional to the gradients of plastic
strain. During deformation, crystals work harden because dislocation motion is impeded
and thus dislocations are stored during straining. The dislocations that are stored by
impeding one another in a random fashion during deformation are called SSDs. In
addition, for certain deformation geometries, plastic strain gradients are generated within
the crystals. In such cases, some dislocations are required to be stored within the crystals
to ensure the compatibility of deformation of various parts of the crystals. These

6

dislocations are called GNDs. Void formation or material transport by means of diffusion
are not allowed. It is also assumed that long range stresses in the crystal do not exist or
are smaller than the local yield strength [27]. Under such conditions, the number or
density of GNDs required for a compatible deformation can be obtained by means of
simple geometric reasoning. An example is a plastic bending of a crystal. As shown in
Fig. 6 for bending a crystal to a radius of curvature r, the upper portion of the crystal
experiences tensile deformation, i.e., its length is increased from 1 (r0) to 1+51 ((r+t/2)0)
where 6 is the bend angle, 1 is the initial length of the crystal, 81 is the extension at the
upper surface and t is the thickness of the crystal. Conversely, the inner surface
experiences compression with a negative length change of t0/2.

a)

Figure 6 Plastic bending of a crystal of length land thickness t to a radius of curvature r
[25]. Shown are a) the dimensions before plastic bending and b) the dimensions after
plastic bending. This plastic bending geometry can be achieved by introducing N number
of edge dislocations (GNDs) which have Burgers vectors parallel to neutral axis as shown
inc)[25].

0(r+t/2)

Figure 7 The GNDs that are assumed to be stored to accommodate the plastic bending
geometry

In order to accommodate the bent geometry and plastic strain gradients through the
thickness, N number of GNDs should be stored in the crystal. The GNDs are assumed to
be edge dislocations which have Burgers vectors parallel to the neutralaxis as shown
schematically in Fig. 6c and Fig. 7. The number of GNDs is:
N:

6t

(1)

Since;
Nb = (1 + 51) - (1 - 51) = 6(r + 1 ) - 6(r - ^)

(2)

The density of GNDs that are stored during bending can be calculated by dividing the
GND number, N by the area:

N
Area

PGND

(3)

The area of the crystal is:
Area = 9rt

(4)

Thus, the density of GNDs that is stored during plastic bending of a crystal is:

_J_
PGND

—

u.

•

(.5)

which is basically the curvature of the bend divided by the Burgers vector of the GNDs.
The density of GND,

>
PGND,

is directly related to the plastic shear strain gradients,

%=dypl/dy. In the simplest one dimensional case for single slip with a Burgers vector b in
the y-direction [57]:

9

^ b

{

! ^

) =

h

(6)

Thus, the density of the GNDs that are generated during plastic bending of the
crystal can be calculated according to strain gradients that exist through the thickness. As
mentioned previously for bending a crystal to a radius of curvature r (see Fig. 6), the
upper surface of the crystal stretches and its length is increased from 1 (=r9) to 1+51
(=(r+t/2)9) and the inner surface experiences compression with a negative length change
of t6/2. Thus, a strain gradient accompanies the plastic bending and the magnitude of the
strain gradient is the strain difference between the two surfaces (251/1) divided by the
thickness (t) over which the gradient exists [25], i.e.:

where % is the strain gradient. Then according to Eq. (6) the density of the GNDs that is
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stored during plastic bending of a crystal is;

_X_J_
PGND -

b

-

(8)

r b

which is the same result as Eq. (5).
It should be noted that plastic bending introduces both SSDs and GNDs in a
crystal. The density of GNDs will rarely dominate the total dislocation density unless the
radius of the curvature is very small to generate steep strain gradients (on the order of
tens of micron). For crystals containing small non-deformable particles and inclusions,
during deformation severe strain gradients are generated within the vicinity of the
particles. As a result, a significant number of GNDs are stored during deformation at the
vicinity of the particles, and the crystal experiences strain gradient hardening.
For

crystals

containing

non-deformable

particles,

deformation

becomes

inhomogeneous even if the crystal deforms in a uniform fashion, such as simple tension.
No plastic deformation (slip) occurs within the particles or within the adjacent layer of
the matrix, provided this layer is strongly bonded to the particle. However, far from the
particle, the plastic deformation (slip) can be as large as the imposed deformation. Thus,
even the total crystal is forced to deform in a uniform fashion, plastic strain gradients are
generated within the vicinity of the particles. To ensure the compatibility of deformation,
i.e., to accommodate the strain gradients, GND arrays are stored at the vicinity of the
particles. This accommodation can be provided by arrays of prismatic loops (as
interstitial and vacancy prismatic loops, see Fig. 8b) as well as by shear loops (see Fig.
8c). These GND arrays are shown schematically in Fig. 8. In actuality, during
deformation as a result of cross slip, the GND arrays associated with dislocation bowing
changes from shear to prismatic loops with increasing strain. This transition occurs at
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shear strains on the order of 1%. At higher strains, prismatic dislocation arrays are
promoted. Ashby [26] has shown that the density of GNDs that is stored during
deformation of a crystal which contains equiaxed particles is:

'GND

8fy
bd

(9)

where f is the volume fraction of the particles, y is the shear strain, b is the Burgers vector
and d is the dimension of the particles.
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Figure 9 a) Schematic of tensile plastic deformation of a polycrystal which have an
average grain size of d. b) If the deformation of the grains are not constrained by the
neighboring grains, voids and overlaps between the grains occur. c,d) The voids and
overlaps can be corrected by GNDs [26]
In addition, deformation of, polycrystals is inhomogeneous as well. During

deformation, strain gradients are produced especially at the vicinity of the grain
boundaries. Each grain in a polycrystal tends to deform differently depending on its
orientation and constraints imposed by the neighboring grains. To ensure compatibility
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i.e., to avoid voids and overlaps between the neighboring grains, arrays of GNDs are
stored at the vicinity of the grain boundaries as shown in Fig. 9. Although the GND
arrangements are different across each boundary, the GND density can be estimated by
considering the average grain size. The amount of overlap (or void displacement)
between the adjacent grains is proportional to sd, where s is the average strain and d is
the average grain diameter. Dividing this product by the Burgers vector provides the
number of GNDs and further division by grain area (~d2) gives the density of GNDs.

PGND

"ST4DI

(10)

where the factor 4 arises from geometrical considerations.
GNDs contribute to the strain hardening of materials, and according to Ashby, a
Taylor-type relation can be used to estimate their contribution on strain hardening:
x = cGb^/pSSD+pGND

(11)

where G is the shear modulus and c is a numerical factor, typically on the order of c ~
0.2-0.4 and pssD is the density of statistically stored dislocations.
So far in the introduction section the size effects that occur with miniaturization are
summarized. The goal of this research is to determine the effect of miniaturization with
respect to both specimen size and grain size on the deformation in microforming
processes. The processes of interest include ones where deformation gradients exist
through the cross-section of the workpiece (i.e., microextrusion and microbending) and
one where no deformation gradients exist (i.e., a simple tensile test). It was expected that
the deformation mode would have an effect on such size effects. These deformation size
effects would be with respect to the consistency in the deformation area as well as
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measure of the deformation (e.g., hardness). Potential causes for these deformation
changes (e.g., penetration of deformation or strain gradient hardening) were of interest as
well.
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, the deformation size effects during microextrusion are
investigated via microstructure and microhardness evaluations. It is found that the
deformation distribution through the diameter of the microextruded pins was affected by
the specimen and the grain size. The smaller size coarse grained extruded pins have
higher hardness at the central region compared to the fine grained ones which seemingly
contradicts the Hall-Petch relationship. Through X-Ray pole figure analyses, it is found
that penetration of shear is the cause of this behavior. Also, less consistent deformation is
produced through the cross-section when few grains are present.
In Chapter 2 in a similar fashion, the effect of grain size and specimen size on the
deformation distribution through the thickness in microbending is investigated via
microhardness evaluations. It is found that when the grain size is fine the deformation
distribution is independent of specimen size. Also, the deformation distribution is found
to be independent of grain size for the largest size, 1.625 mm thick specimens. However,
with miniaturization the deformation distribution through the thickness of the coarse
grained specimens deviate from the fine grained specimens and 1.625 mm thick
specimens. The coarse grained pins have higher hardness increase values at the central
region due to penetration of deformation. Also, inconsistent deformation pattern exist
with miniaturization.
In Chapter 3, deformation of microtensile tested specimens are investigated via
microhardness measurements. In microextrusion and microbending,

deformation
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gradients are present through the cross-section of the workpiece. These deformation
gradients become steeper with miniaturization and as a result the coarse grained
structures have higher hardness at the central regions for the two microforming processes.
However, in tensile deformation no significant gradients are present and no contradiction
to the Hall-Petch effect is found. It is shown that the coarse grained specimens have
lower hardness values than the fine grained ones through the cross-sections. However,
inconsistent deformation exists still for the specimens with fewer grains through the
cross-section.
In Chapter 4, strain gradient hardening during microextrusion is studied. From past
research, it is known that strain gradient hardening becomes significant when the
specimen feature size is on the order of tens of microns. To determine the amount of
strain gradient hardening for the specimen sizes used in this research (which are on the
order of 400 urn or more) an analytical model is established to asses strain gradient
hardening of metals during axis symmetric forward microextrusion. First, a formulation
is generated to estimate the strain distribution through the thickness during axis
symmetric forward extrusion. By also using shear components of the formulation, a new
model is established to estimate the GND density. Then, using a Taylor type equation as
proposed by Ashby, the strain gradient hardening, SGH, during microextrusion is
estimated.
Finally, the conclusions along with the possible future work are presented in
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 1

MICROEXTRUSION

Background
Extrusion is a plastic deformation process in which a block of metal (billet) is forced to
flow by compression through a die opening with a smaller cross-sectional area than that
of the original billet. In extrusion, large strains are produced in the workpiece, but these
strains are inhomogeneous through the cross-section. In Fig. 1.1, an experimentally
observed flow pattern during macroscale extrusion is shown [29]. Shear deformation
gradients exits through the radial direction and as a result deformation increases gradually
from central to surface regions. While the material near the axis of symmetry experiences
pure elongation due to the compressive forces, the material near the surface undergoes
additional extensive shear deformation [30]. In Fig. 1.2., these deformation modes are
schematically shown. Due to the extensive shear deformation, the material in the surface
regions experiences more strain hardening. The shear deformation occurs due to the
redundant deformation which arises from the deformation geometry, i.e., the die
geometry, and also due to the friction between the die and workpiece. Thus, the
deformation gradients through the cross-section are influenced by the geometry of the

process, friction, and the plastic material properties of the deforming workpiece [31].
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Figure 1.1 Experimentally observed flow pattern of macroscale extruded lead [29].
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of deformation modes during extrusion on a half
longitudinal cross-section: a) Pure elongation is more pronounced in the center since the
shear deformation is less and b) the additional shear deformation increases gradually
from central region to the outer edge.
Recently, microextrusion has emerged as a viable manufacturing process to

fabricate metallic micropins having characteristic dimensions on the order of less than 1
mm. At this length scale, the deformation of the workpiece is dominated by so-called
'size effects', e.g., grain size and frictional behavior variations at small length scales. In
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this chapter of the thesis, it will be shown that during submillimeter size forward
microextrusion, 00.76/0.57mm diameters before and after extrusion respectively,
inhomogeneous deformation occurs. This effect is caused by the properties of individual
grains which dominate the overall deformation of the cross-sections when the grain size
becomes comparable to the specimen feature size. As a result, coarse grained pins, which
have four grains through their diameter on average, showed a tendency to curve in
varying directions and magnitudes during microextrusion. However, this behavior was
not observed in fine grained pins which have 24 grains through their diameter on average.
Microstructural analyses were performed on the small, fine and coarse grained
pins in order to assess the deformation changes. Additionally, the effect of both specimen
size and grain size on the deformation during microextrusion is investigated through
microhardness evaluations, which were conducted on pins which have three different
sizes and two different grain sizes. Microhardness evaluations revealed that with
miniaturization the coarse grained pins begin to have higher hardness than the fine
grained ones especially in the inner region of the pins, which is seemingly inconsistent
with the Hall-Petch relationship. This indicates that some differences in the deformation
of the coarse grained pins occur. This result along with X-ray texture and microstructure
analyses demonstrate that during microextrusion, the coarse grained structures experience
more shear deformation especially in the central region of the pins [32- 36].
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Experimental Setup For Microcxtrusion
In order to perform microextrusion experiments, a novel forming assembly was
fabricated at Northwestern University that consisted of an extrusion ram mounted on a
yoke that slides along linear bearings [37]. The ram is guided by the linear bearings into
an extrusion die that is mounted and clamped in a die block. The extrusion dies were
produced as a segmented block in order to facilitate the removal of the micropins after
extrusion. This forming assembly is then placed in a loading stage that is equipped with a
load cell (capacity 8909N) and an LVDT to measure the extrusion force and the
corresponding ram displacement respectively. The entire microextrusion setup is shown

Figure 1.3 Microextrusion set-up (a) segmented dies (b) forming assembly (c) loading
stage and (d) force-displacement response.
To investigate the influence of the specimen size on deformation, three different
die sets which have diameters of 0O.76/.57 mm, 01.5/1.0 mm and 02.0/1.33 mm before
and after reduction respectively, were used. The dies were designed to obtain the same
extrusion ratio. However, for the smallest die, a 1.77:1.0 extrusion ratio was obtained
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while the larger ones have a higher extrusion ratio of 2.25:1.0. The die cavities of
submillimeter size were fabricated using micro-EDM while the larger dies were
fabricated by conventional drilling. All dies were polished to ensure that they had similar
surface roughness values. The surface roughness of each die was measured by a Micro
XAM surface-mapping microscope and all dies were found to have an average surface
roughness (Ra) in the range of 0.8 to 1.0 um. The dies were then used for microextrusion
of pins. The experiments were conducted without lubrication at room temperature. The
geometry of the smallest size microextrusion die can be seen in Fig. 1.4. It has a base
diameter of 756 um, an extruded diameter of 568 um and a bearing surface length of
201um. Details of the forming assembly with which the microextrusion experiments were
performed can be found in [37].

Figure 1.4 The smallest size microextrusion die fabricated using micro-EDM.
The microextruded pins were fabricated from CuZn30 a-brass which has a FCC
structure. To investigate if a grain size effect on deformation exists; a fine and a coarse
grained structure were used in the experiments. An average grain size of 32 um with a
minimum size of 13 um, a maximum size of 132 urn and a standard deviation of 34 um
was obtained by heating the brass samples at 550°C for one hour and heating at 700°C
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for one hour produced an average grain size of 211 um with a minimum size of 45 urn, a
maximum size of 432 urn and a standard deviation of 67 um. The microstructures that
were obtained after heat treatment were observed under an optical microscope after
polishing and chemical etching and are shown in Fig. 1.5. There are approximately 3.6,
7.1 and 9.5 grains through the diameter of the coarse grained pins on average for the three
die sizes, 0O.76/.57 mm, 01.5/1.0 mm and 02.0/1.33 mm before and after reduction
respectively. For the fine grained pins, there are approximately 24, 47 and 63 grains
through the diameter respectively.

Figure 1.5 Micro structure of brass samples after heat treatment (a) 550°C for 1 hour (32
um grain size) (b) 700°C for 1 hour (211 (am grain size).

Microextrusion Results
Final Shape and Micro structure Evaluations
Figure 1.6 shows samples of the extruded micropins obtained using workpieces of
the two different grain sizes for the smallest submillimeter size microextrusion, 00.76/.57
mm. The pins produced using the 211um, coarse-grained material show a tendency to
curve. The trend is fairly repeatable, although the curvature occurs in different directions
and in different severities, and was observed in approximately 70-80% of the specimens
for this particular material. However, this behavior is not observed in pins made using the
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32 urn, fmed-grained material and in the larger size pins including the coarse structure
ones.

Figure 1.6 Samples of pins extruded using the 00.76:0.57 mm die and workpieces having
a grain size of 32 urn or 211 urn.
The tendency of the submillimeter size coarse-grained pins to undergo
inhomogeneous deformation is related to the relatively large portion of the workpiece
occupied by individual grains. On average, less than four grains exist across the diameter
of the pin when the 211 jam grain size material is used while the number of grains across
the diameter of the workpiece for the 32 um grain size is approximately 24. In Fig. 1.7,
microstructure photos of a smallest size, 0O.76/.57 mm coarse grained pin are given. By
taking into account their shapes, the grains in the straight and the curved regions seem to
deform differently. While the grains in the straight portion of the pins seem to be
elongated more, the grains in the curved regions have rounded shapes. Also, for most of
the curved pins grains at the curvature seem to be m u c h larger. This would imply that the

individual size, location and orientation of the 211 jam grains would have a significant
impact on the deformation characteristics of the workpiece.
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Figure 1.7 Microstructure photos of a smallest size, 0O.76/.57 mm, coarse grained
curved pin.
In all curved pins, the curving starts at the beginning of the extrusion, and once
the curvature initiates, the pins continue to curve for a significant distance followed by a
straight section. In Fig. 1.8 microstructure photos of additional smallest size, 0O.76/.57
mm, coarse grained curved pins are given. It seems when a significant asymmetric
deformation (both elastic and plastic) with respect to the axis of symmetry occurs at the
beginning of the extrusion, asymmetric residual stresses accumulates with in the
workpiece. This causes the subsequent material passing through the deformation zone to
continue to flow in an asymmetric manner, which produces the curvature. The
asymmetric flow in the curved region of the curved pins will be shown by X-Ray texture
analyses later in this chapter.
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Figure 1.8 Microstructure photos of additional smallest size, 0O.76/.57 mm, coarse
grained curved pins.
The curving tendency occurs in the microextrusion of coarse grained smallest size
pins in which only a few grains exit through the diameter, 3.7 grains on average.
However, in this study, besides revealing shape irregularities that occur in
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microextrusion, the main goal is to show the effect of specimen size and grain size on
deformation. Thus, additional microstructure evaluations of the microextruded smallest
size pins were performed.
The pins were polished and etched so the grain structure could be evaluated.
Figure 1.9a shows the microstructure of the 32um, fine-grained pin as it was reduced
through the tooling and also a representative straight portion of the pin after reduction
(see Fig. 1.9b). The microstructure is typical of what is observed in macroscale extrusion,
i.e., the deformation pattern is consistent through the length of the pin with more
deformation occurring on the outer surface.
The microstructure photos of the reduction area and a representative straight
portion of the smallest size 211 urn, coarse-grained pin after reduction are presented in
Fig. 1.10 There are 5 to 9 grains with different sizes present through the diameter in the
straight portion. These grains seem to have rotated and elongated during the extrusion
process.
In general during extrusion, the material undergoes both compression and shear
deformation. Compression deformation corresponds to the reduction in the area and shear
deformation is related to redundant work due to the material flow through the die
geometry. Also, friction is present which arises from the interaction of the material with
the tooling surface. Due to more pronounced redundant deformation and friction, the
material near the surface undergoes extensive shear deformation. The severity of the

shear deformation decreases from the surface of the billet to the center.
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Figure 1.10 Microstructure of 0O.76/.57 mm, 211 urn grain size pins at a) reduction and
b) straight portion of the pin after reduction.
The grains undergo slip and rotation in a complex manner during extrusion that is
determined by the above mentioned extrusion forces and by also the deformation of the
adjacent grains [38]. For the 32 um, fine-grained pins, there are approximately 24 grains
through the diameter. The grains at the center area of these pins, like the grains in a
macroextrusion specimen, are physically away from the highly sheared surface grains and
thus undergo essentially pure elongation. The deformation within these fine grains is
more homogeneous. However, the grains at the center area of the 211 um, coarse-grained
pins are one to four grains away from the surface. From this point of view, it is possible
that the grains at the center region of the 0O.76/.57 mm size coarse grained pins under go
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more shear deformation. To further investigate this behavior microhardness evaluations
are performed for all pin sizes and grain structures.
Microhardness Evaluations
During deformation, metals strain harden. As a result, their strength and hardness
increase after deformation (i.e., the higher the plastic deformation, the higher the
hardness of the material after deformation). In metal forming operations such as
microextrusion where plastic strain gradients exist through the diameter of the workpiece,
the deformation distribution can be characterized by a hardness evaluation through the
cross section of the workpiece. However, it is acknowledged that characterizing the
deformation via hardness evaluation is an indirect method and one can not obtain the
actual strain amounts. In addition, as the strain increases, the change in hardness
saturates. In Fig. 1.11 the correlation between the hardness of cold rolled CuZn30 brass
and strain amount is shown (data obtained from [39]).
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Figure 1.11 Correlation between the hardness of cold rolled CuZn30 and the strain (data
obtained from [39])
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Figure 1.12 A photograph of a fine grained 01.5/1.0 mm pin after the microhardness
evaluation.
In order to investigate specimen size and grain size effects on deformation during
microextrusion, microhardness evaluations were performed on the microextruded pins
with the three reductions. First, the pins were molded into epoxy and polished to their
half longitudinal cross-sectional plane. Then, the microhardness measurements were
obtained along the length of the pins after the reduction section using a Knoop indenter
on a Beuhler Microhardness machine. In Fig. 1.12, a picture of a 01.5/1.0 mm fine
grained pin after a microhardness evaluation is shown. Measurements were obtained with
a 50 gram load and are spaced approximately, 50 um. The Knoop indenter is an elongated
pyramid. The hardness is obtained from the surface area of the indentation [27]:

where P is the load in kg and L is the length of the major diagonal in mm. A schematic of
the indentation geometry for a Knoop indenter is shown in Fig. 1.13. The ratio between
the dimensions of the indentation is:
h/w/L=l:4.29:30.53
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Figure 1.13 Schematic of indentation geometry for a Knoop indenter.
For the submillimeter size 00.76/0.57 mm pins, the hardness measurements were
performed before and during the reduction section, as well. In Fig. 1.14 hardness profiles
before and during the reduction of one of the 32 urn, fine-grained pins are presented. As
expected, the hardness increased significantly during the reduction section of the tooling
from 0.76 mm to 0.57 mm in diameter (which occurs at axial locations -500 um to 0 urn).
The hardness values in the radial direction are relatively uniform prior to the reduction
section of the tooling as can be observed at an axial location of-650 (am in Fig. 1.14 with
a consistent value of 140 HK. This value is approximately 50 HK higher than the billet
material (see Fig. 1.14). This shift in the hardness is due to the strain hardening which
arises from the compressive deformation of the material between the ram and the die. The
material in the center of pins (i.e. near the radial location of zero) is the first to enter the
reduction section of the tooling as can be observed by the increase in hardness near the
zero radial location for axial locations of -500 and -350 urn in Fig. 1.14. This pattern of
deformation through the reduction section is consistent with observations for macroscale
extrusion [29]. For the 211 um, coarse-grained pins, while similar behavior is observed at
the reduction portion, the hardness values are more scattered through the diameter
compared to the fine-grained pins due to the coarser grain size.
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Figure 1.14 Hardness values in the reduction area for a 32 um grain size pin. Zero radial
location corresponds to axis of symmetry of the pin.
Microhardness evaluations of the undeformed (unextruded) billets in the annealed
condition were also conducted to determine the initial hardness of the fine and coarse
structures before extrusion. Figure 1.15 shows the average hardness distribution through
the diameter of the undeformed fine grained and coarse grained billets with a 00.76 mm
diameter. The fine grained billets have relatively higher hardness than the coarse grained
billets. Note that the 211 um, coarse grained billets have lower hardness in the center of
the billets as a result of prior cold working.
In Fig. 1.16a, the average hardness measurements through the radius of the largest
size pins which have 02.0/1.33 mm diameters are given for the fine and the coarse
grained structures. For each microextrusion case, two pins were measured and the
hardness values were averaged. Also, to obtain a better averaging effect, the hardness
values in the radial direction from the axis of symmetry were also averaged. Each data
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point in Fig. 1.16 represents an average of approximately 40 hardness measurements.
Consistent with the deformation distribution through the radial direction in conventional
macroscale extrusion, both fine and coarse grained pins have higher hardness near the
surface due to additional extensive shear deformation and lower hardness in the central
region. As is typical in macroscale forming, the fine grained structure has higher hardness
than the coarse grained structure after extrusion. For this largest size pin case, 4.7 grains
on average exist through the radius of the coarse grained pins and the results seem to be
consistent with expected conventional macroscale extrusion.
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Figure 1.15 Average hardness distribution in the undeformed fine and coarse grained
billet material.
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Figure 1.16 The average hardness profile of the fine and the coarse grained pins which
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The average hardness profile of the middle size pins which have 01.5/1.Omm
dimensions are given in Fig. 1.16b. Contrary to undeformed billets and the largest size
pins, the coarse grained pins, which have 3.5 grains through the radius on average, have
higher hardness than the fine grained pins in the middle and central regions. For the
middle size pins, these regions are roughly 0 to 150 urn for the central region, 150-325um
for the middle region and 325-450um for the surface region with respect to the center of
the pin.
For the smallest 00.76/0.57 mm pins, the coarse grained structure, which have 1.8
grains through the radius on average, again have higher hardness than the fine grained
structure especially in the central region. However, contrary to the middle size pins, the
smallest pins also have higher hardness near the surface region as well, Fig. 1.16c. The
higher hardness of size pins, i.e., for the 01.5/1.Omm and 00.76/0.57mm pins especially
at the central region, indicates some changes in the deformation occur during
microextrusion when the grain size becomes comparable to the specimen feature size due
to miniaturization. It should be noted that the effects observed in Fig. 1.16 should be
considered trends since the error bars overlap. However, since the hardness values
saturate at high strain levels (see Fig. 1.11) a small difference in hardness occurs as a
result of considerable change in the strain values. Also, as previously mentioned each
data point in Fig. 1.16 represents an average of approximately 40 hardness measurements
and these trends show the average behavior of coarse and fine grained structures. The
error bars in Fig. 1.16 show the range of measurement errors. The error bars are
calculated by taking into account the wavelength of the light which is 0.5 urn. For a given
indentation, this would be the error in the measured L value for Eq. (1.1). Using 50 g for
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the applied load, P, the error range for the measurements is about ±3 HK. Standard
deviations of the hardness measurements were also calculated. It is seen that the standard
deviations are different for fine and coarse grain sizes and are independent from the
specimen size. The average standard deviation is found to be 4.7 HK for the fine grained
pins and 8 HK for the coarse grained pins.
In order to investigate the specimen size effect on the deformation for the coarse
and fine grained pins separately, the radial location was normalized by dividing the radial
distance of the pins by the radius. Then all the hardness profiles for the three different
microextrusion sizes were plotted together for a given grain size. The amount of strain, 8,
induced merely due to the reduction in the area during extrusion can be calculated from
6RA=ln (Aj/Af)

(1.2)

where Aj and Af are the cross-sectional areas before and after deformation respectively.
Since CuZn30 is a strain hardening material, strain and hardness measurements are
related.
In Fig. 1.17a, the hardness profiles of the coarse grained pins for the three
different microextrusion sizes are plotted. The middle size pins, with 01.5/1.0 mm
dimensions, have similar hardness values with the largest size pins, with 02.0/1.33 mm
dimensions, near the surface region. However, although these pins underwent the same
extrusion ratio of 2.25 and 81% strain is produced due to area of reduction according to
Eq. 1.2, the middle size pins have significantly higher hardness in the middle and central
regions than the largest pins. This occurs due to the penetration of shear. The smallest
pins, the 00.76/0.57mm case, have a lower extrusion ratio of 1.77 and a 57.5% strain is
produced during extrusion in the workpiece merely due to the reduction in the area which
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is calculated according to Eq. 1.2 which is less than the larger sized pins. Although, the
smallest pins have a lower extrusion ratio, the hardness in the surface region is highest for
this case among all three sizes. Furthermore, the smallest pins have higher hardness than
the largest pins, 02.0/1.33 mm case, in the middle and central regions, as well. Based on
these results, miniaturization in microextrusion increases the total strain experienced by
the coarse grained structure due to the penetration of shear which results in pins having
higher hardness especially in the central region. The penetration of shear occurs probably
due to the steeper strain gradients which increase with miniaturization. The effect of
miniaturization on the deformation and hardening of the fine grained structure is not as
evident, Fig. 1.17b. It seems the hardness (i.e., the deformation) distribution through the
diameter is independent from the specimen size for fine grained structure. Although the
smallest size pins experience less area reduction, similar hardness values were obtained
for all three sizes, Fig. 1.16b.
One possible explanation for the increased hardness of the coarse grained pins
compared to the fine grained ones with miniaturization is that the coarse grained pins
have a higher friction coefficient. However, as mentioned previously, friction is a surface
effect, and the increased hardness occurs consistently in the central region. Comparison
of the hardness profiles of the largest and the middle size pins which have both coarse
structures supports these arguments, see Fig. 1.17a. Although, the largest and middle size
coarse grained pins have similar hardness values in the surface regions, the middle size
pins have higher hardness in the central regions. In addition, the coarse and fine grained
pins were extruded with the same dies, and Mori et al. showed that the friction coefficient
of CuZn30 is independent of grain size during unlubricated, testing under high pressure
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[40]. In Fig. 1.16b, for example, the coarse and fine grained pins have similar hardness
values in the surface region, but the coarse grained pins begin to have higher hardness in
the inner regions.
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Figure 1.17 The average hardness versus normalized radial distance for all
microextrusion sizes for the a) coarse grained structure and b) fine grained structure.
The Effect of Surface Grains on Deformation Distribution through the Radial Direction
The surface grains are the only grains that have direct interaction with die surface
and thus, are most affected by friction. Furthermore, the surface grains experience the
most shear deformation due to the deformation geometry, as well. For the coarse grained
pins, the volume of the surface grains to the total volume of the pin ratio is large.
Therefore, the hardness distribution through the radial direction of the coarse grained pins
is affected by the surface grains.
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The average length that is occupied by the surface grains through the radial
direction after the reduction is approximated by multiplying the average pre-deformation
grain size with the extrusion ratio. For the coarse grained structure, the average length
that the surface grains occupy for each pin size is indicated with a horizontal line in Fig.
1.15. For the largest and middle size coarse grained pins a significant change in the
hardness profile occurs at a radial distance where surface grains are present, Fig. 1.16a
and b. The hardness values increase gradually through the central and middle regions and
in the surface region where surface grains exist a plateau in the hardness profile occurs.
For the smallest size pins where the share of the surface grains is very high, Fig. 1.16c, a
change in the hardness profile again seems to occur near this material length scale. For
this case, the hardness values decrease gradually from the surface to central region and at
the radial distance where surface grain zone ends the decreasing trend in the hardness
diminishes. Thus in microextrusion, when grain size becomes comparable to specimen
feature size, the deformation distribution is affected by the surface grains. This
deformation distribution would also be affected by the reduction ratio and friction.
In addition as it was mentioned before the grains undergo slip and rotation in a
complex manner during extrusion that is determined by the extrusion forces and by also
the deformation of the adjacent grains. For the 32 urn, fine-grained pins, there are many
grains through the diameter. The grains at the center area of these pins, like the grains in
a macroextrusion specimen, are remote from the highly sheared surface grains and thus
undergo essentially pure elongation. However, the grains at the center area of the 211 [un,
coarse-grained pins are one to four grains away from the surface. From this point of view,
it is possible that the grains at the center region of the 0O.76/.57 mm and 01.5/1.00 mm
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size coarse grained pins undergo more shear deformation. To further investigate this
behavior X-Ray pole figure analyses are performed for all pin sizes and grain structures.
X-Rav Pole Figure Texture Analyses
To characterize the penetration of shear of coarse grained pins with
miniaturization, X-Ray pole figure texture analyses were also conducted on the
longitudinal cross-sections of the pins just after the reduction section with a Bruker AXS
X-Ray diffraction machine. First, the pins were mounted in epoxy and polished to their
half longitudinal cross sections. In order to avoid diffractions from other locations, the
rest of the pins were covered with tape. In Fig. 1.18, a schematic representation of the XRay texture analysis is shown. The details of the X-Ray pole figure analyses are given in
Appendix A.

Figure 1.18 Schematic of the X-Ray texture analyses.
The textures of the smallest pins, the 0O.76/.57 mm case, are of interest because if
there is a trend of penetration of shear during microextrusion, this affect would be most
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pronounced in the extrusion of the smallest size pins where the imposed strain gradients
by the deformation geometry are the steepest. Additional texture analyses were also
performed on the largest size coarse grained pins for comparison. Finally, pole figures of
unextruded fine and coarse grained billets were also obtained to show how the texture
evolved during extrusion.

Figure 1.19 a) Perfect [30] and b) imperfect [100] fiber texture for a (111) pole figure and
c) two possible mirror planes for deformation in extrusion.
As mentioned previously during extrusion deformation gradients are present
through the diameter. Thus, because of these deformation gradients through the radial
direction, texture gradients are present through the diameter of the workpiece after
extrusion. However, in the central region, as a result of axisymmetric deformation, the
grains of the polycrystalline metals slip and rotate until they reach a stable orientation and
develop rotationally symmetric, fiber texture. FCC metals generally develop a <111> or

<100> or a mixture of both orientations, parallel to the extrusion direction [41]. In Fig.
1.17a, a schematic of a pole figure which shows a perfect fiber texture is given. The angle
between the extrusion direction (E.D.), i.e. fiber axis, and the diffractions is constant
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which shows rotational symmetry of deformation and texture in extrusion [38].
Moreover, the pole figures of forming processes such as rolling and extrusion typically
exhibit symmetry due to the inherent symmetric deformation in the process [42]. For
example, the pole figures that are obtained from longitudinal cross-sections of extruded
samples reflect symmetry according to the two mirror planes of the deformation indicated
in Figs. 1.19b and c. The real textures obtained after extrusion are generally imperfect,
due to variations in the final orientation of material.
At the very outer surface due to the frictional interactions, the texture of the surface
exhibits a shear characteristic. However, this frictional effect is limited to a thin surface
layer [43, 44]. In rolling, Asbeck and Mecking have shown depending on the geometry of
deformation, penetration of shear occurs and the intermediate layers can also undergo
some shear deformation [45]. This is one of the reasons that the textures obtained after
extrusion or wire drawing are imperfect, Fig. 1.17b.
Truszkowski et al. [46] reported shear texture which is close to a {001}<110>
orientation at the surface of cold rolled commercially pure aluminum with an area
reduction ratio of 87.5% .The texture obtained from the intermediate layer , i.e. at s=0.5
(where s is a normalized distance such that s=0 indicates the central plane of the
workpiece and s=l is the surface), seems to have 7° rotational relationship with the
texture of the central region (s-0) about the transverse direction.
Choi et al.[47] and Lee et al. [48] have studied texture gradients and penetration
of shear in rolling and extrusion and these works are summarized in Table 1.1 In order to
perform texture analyses separately on different areas during the rolled sheet study, layers
of material were cut from surface, central and middle regions of rolled sheets, and texture
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analyses were conducted on these layers. For extrusion, a complex cutting procedure was
applied because the workpiece was cylindrical. In Table 1.1, in addition to the orientation
parallel to the rolling/extrusion direction, the indices of the rolling plane are also given in
brace.
Table 1.1 Summary of two studies on texture gradients in rolling and extrusion of Al
1100
Process
(material)

Area of
Reduction

Rolling
(Al)

55%

Texture of
Central
Region

Texture of
Middle
Region

major
{112}<111> {113}<322>
minor
{110}<100>
{331}<611>
Extrusion
strong <111>
<111>
93.6%
<100>
weak<100>
(Al)
RRB: Rotational Relationahip Between

RRB*
center
and
middle

Texture of
Surface
Region

RRB*
Center
and
Surface

10°

{118}<441>

25°

13°
0°
0°

{332}<311>
<335>

25°
14.5°

Ref.

Choi et
al. [47]

Lee et
al. [48]

Choi et. al. [47] who performed texture analyses on cold rolled aluminum sheets
which underwent a 55% reduction found that the texture of the central layer consisted of
approximately a major {112}<111> and a minor {110}<100> orientations while the
texture of the intermediate layer (s=0.5) consists of approximately {331}<116> and
{113}<332> orientations. The orientation components of {331}<116> and {113}<332>
have rotational relationships with {110}<100> and {112}<111> orientations about the
transverse direction of 13° and 10° respectively. The surface texture consisted of
{332}<113> and {118}<441>, which are very close to the well known shear orientations
of {111}<112> and {001}<110> respectively. Both measured surface textures of
{332}<113> and {118}<441> have a 25° rotational relationship with {110}<100> and
{112}<111>. Furthermore, the textures of intermediate and surface layers do not show
texture symmetry.
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Lee et al. [48] investigated texture gradients through the radial direction of extruded
2014 aluminum alloy with a 93.6% reduction in the area. They reported <111> and weak
<100> fiber textures from central and intermediate layers and approximately {110}<335>
from the outer layer, where {110} corresponds to the plane normal to the radial direction
and <335> corresponds to the direction parallel to the extrusion axis.
Therefore, with regard to knowledge mentioned above, the texture that is evolved
during extrusion can be summarized as follows: During extrusion, FCC metals usually
develop axially symmetric <111> and <100> fiber textures parallel to the extrusion
direction. However, the textures that are obtained from extruded workpieces are not
perfect textures since the deformation is not homogeneous through the cross-section and
deformation gradients are present. While the material in the surface region experiences
excessive shear deformation, the material near the axis of symmetry experiences pure
elongation and deformation changes gradually from the surface to the central region.
Because of this, texture gradients are also present through the diameter of extruded
workpieces. The, well known axially symmetric <111> and <100> fiber orientations [41]
are developed in the central region. In contrast, textures in the middle region have some
rotational relation with these axially symmetric orientations due to the penetration of
shear. The material in the surface region has more shear related textures.
In Fig. 1.20a, the <100> and <111> pole figures obtained from an unextruded fine
grained billet are shown. The billet material is in an annealed condition, has a diameter of
00.76mm, and 24 grains exits through the diameter on average. No significantly strong
texture is present in the material before extrusion. However, after extrusion with an
extrusion ratio of 1.77 for the 00.76/00.57 mm case, the fine grains slip and rotate
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according to the deformation geometry and develop an axially symmetric <111> fiber
texture, see Fig. 1.20b. The diffractions are diffuse and thus have an imperfect
characteristic which occurs due to the deformation gradients through the radial direction
of the pin. Also, the diffractions reflect the symmetry of deformation in extrusion and
show rotational consistency with respect to the axis of symmetry. The pole figures
obtained from other fine grained smallest size pins also have similar <111> textures with
diffuse diffractions. Thus, the pole figures of the microextruded fine grained structures
resemble the texture obtained from conventional macroscale extruded workpieces. Note
that the pole figures obtained are incomplete because no diffractions are obtained in the
surface regions of the pole figures. Diffractions up to 6.5° from the surface normal were
obtained.

Figure 1.20 Pole figures for a fine grained a) undeformed billet 00.76 mm and b) a pin
after extrusion, 00.76/0.57 mm. (S.A.: symmetry axis; E.D.: extrusion direction)
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In Fig. 1.21a, the pole figures obtained from an unextruded coarse grained billet
in an annealed condition which has a 00.76mm diameter are shown. On average, 4 grains
are present through the diameter. Similar to the fine grained billets (Fig. 1.20a), the pole
figures do not show a significantly strong texture. However, less diffraction are present
due to the limited number of grains in the cross section. In Fig. 1.21b, the pole figures
obtained from a smallest size coarse grained pin after extrusion to 00.57 mm are given.
The pole figure is obtained from the straight region of the coarse grained pin just after the
reduction section. Note that curving occurs during microextrusion in most of the smallest
size coarse grained pins (approximately 80%).

Figure 1.21 Pole figures of a coarse grained a) undeformed billet, 00.76 mm and b)
straight section of a curved pin, 00.76/0.57 mm.
In general, the diffracted poles of the coarse grained pins, Fig. 1.21b, are
significantly strong and do not exhibit a diffuse characteristic as the ones presented in
Fig. 1.20b for the fine grained pins. In addition, the pole figures obtained from the
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smallest size coarse grained pins do not have axially symmetric fiber orientations parallel
to the extrusion direction. In fact the orientations that are developed have some rotational
relationship with the axially symmetric <111> orientation. For the pole figures that are
presented in Fig. 1.19b, a <665> orientation parallel to the extrusion direction exists
which has a 4.8° rotational relation with the <111> orientation. The two other smallest
size coarse grained pins that were used in the X-Ray texture analyses have similar <665>
and <433> orientations parallel to the extrusion direction which have 4.8° and 8°
rotational relationships with the axially symmetric <111> orientation respectively. The
obtained orientations for the smallest coarse grained pins show that there is a trend of
penetration of shear deformation in microextrusion of the coarse grained structure with
miniaturization.

\-<998>

• <998> V

\

/

Figure 1.22 Pole figures of a largest size, 02.0/. 1.33 mm, coarse grained pin which is
obtained on a longitudinal cross-section just after the reduction.
In Fig. 1.22, the pole figures obtained from the largest size pin, which has a coarse
grained structure and dimensions of 02.0/. 1.33 mm, are given. As the pins approach the
macroscale, their pole figures begin to show similarities with the pole figures of the fine
grained smallest pins in Fig. 1.20. The pole figures have four diffractions which have
<998>, <998>, <988> and <766> orientations parallel to the extrusion direction, and
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have relatively similar intensities. It should be noted that the extrusion ratio for the two
large pin cases is 2.25 which is higher than that of the smallest pin case (1.77).
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Figure 1.23 Schematic of the orientation of a single crystal slip plane a) prior to
deformation, b) after deformation without grip constraint, and c) after deformation with
grip constraint (note that &< Xo) [49].
Another finding of this part of the thesis was the curving tendency of the coarse
grained pins for the smallest die set. The X-ray texture analyses can also provide
information for this behavior. Hertzberg has shown the possible deformation of a single
crystal under uniaxial tension; see Fig. 1.23 [46]. If the crystal is not constrained by the
grips, the planes will slide without changing their relative orientation to the loading axis
which resembles "the offsetting groups of playing cards on a table" [49], see Fig. 1.23b.
However, due to the constraints imposed by the grips, the slip planes are forced to rotate
with respect to the tensile axis which results in rotation and bending of the crystals,
especially near the end grips, see Fig. 1.23c. When the specimen is released from the
grips, the internal elastic stresses which arise from rotation and bending of the crystal will
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also release and this will likely result in curving of the specimen physically near the grip
sections. Thus, although the imposed forces by the grips are axisymmetric, the
deformation of the crystal is not axisymmetric due to the rotation of the crystal. This can
be the case for deformation of single crystals and also can be the case when there are only
a few grains through the cross-section.
a)

" ^

I

<100>

r$

Figure 1.24 Schematic of the a) rotation of two grains during uniaxial deformation and b)
corresponding <100> pole figure for these grains.
In uniaxial deformation of polycrystals such as deformation during extrusion, the
rotation of the grains with respect to the mirror plane A should be symmetric and the pole
figures should reflect this behavior. In Fig. 1.24a, a schematic of the rotation of grains
during uniaxial deformation is given. All the rotations and orientations of the grains in
the cross-section are reduced to two representative grains for simplicity and the grains
were presented with their unit cubic lattice. Their rotation during deformation ended with
a <111> orientation parallel to the loading axis and they have {110} planes parallel to the
surface. During axisymmetric deformation, if some grains rotate clockwise (represented

by grain I), some grains should rotate counter clockwise (represented by grain II) to
maintain symmetry with respect to plane A. As a general result, their pole figures should
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reflect this symmetry. In Fig. 1.22b, the <100> pole diffractions of grains I and II are
given.
The pole figures obtained from curved regions of the coarse grained pins can be
informative from this point of view. In Fig. 1.25, a pole figure which was obtained from
an area on the curved region of the pin presented in Fig. 1.7 is shown. There is a very
coarse grain in the center at this particular area and the two significantly strong
diffractions probably belong to this particular grain. The grain has a <14 13 12>
orientation parallel to the axis of symmetry and its plane that is parallel to the surface has
a rotational relationship with a {110} plane. While performing the X-Ray texture
analysis, the sample's symmetry axis on the curved region is taken into account. During
microextrusion, this grain seems to slip and rotate according to the deformation
constraints of the die and develop a final orientation which is close to the axisymmetric
<111> orientation with a 3.6° rotational relationship. But, when this part of the pin comes
out of the die, the elastic stresses due to the rotation of the grain are released which
causes the pin to curve. This cause of curvature is similar to that described with respect to
Fig. 1.23c since there is one large grain in the center of the cross-section. Alternatively,
any significant rotational asymmetry or significant larger flow of material at one side
during deformation can also cause curvature to occur. A significant absence of symmetry
in the pole figures with respect to plane A can be the indication of deviation from
axisymmetric deformation regardless of the cause of curvature. The other pole figures
obtained from the curved region of the coarse grained pins also do not show textural
symmetry.
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The strong diffractions of the pole figures that are obtained from the straight part of
this particular coarse grained pin (Fig. 1.19bc) have a <665> orientation parallel to the
extrusion direction and the corresponding plane that is parallel to the surface, has a
rotational relationship with a {221} plane.

"•mn

.•<14 13 12> y

V • <14 13 12>

Figure 1.25 Pole figures obtained from the curved region of a coarse grained pin
The strong diffraction

obtained from another coarse grained straight pin

(00.76/0.57 mm) on a longitudinal area just after the reduction (Fig. 1.26a) has a
orientation of <433> parallel to the extrusion direction and has a plane that is parallel to
the surface which has a rotational relationship with a {221} plane. In Fig. 1.26b, the pole
figures obtained from a further area on the longitudinal cross-section from the same
coarse grained straight pin is given. At this longitudinal cross-section, the texture of the
pin shows a strong <544> orientation parallel to extrusion direction and the
corresponding plane which is parallel to the surface has a rotational relationship with a
{221} plane. In all these pole figures that are obtained from a straight longitudinal crosssection of the coarse grained pins, the diffractions are almost symmetric with respect to
the mirror plane A, which is an indication of symmetric deformation with regard to this
plane and explains why curvature does not occur at these locations. Because the X-Ray
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texture analyses were performed from one side of the mirror plane B and due to the
penetration of the shear deformation to the central regions, most of the pole figures
obtained from the coarse grained pins do not have symmetry with respect to the plane B.
Additionally, the textures of the straight coarse grained pin given in Figs. 1.26a and b,
which are obtained from different axial locations show similarities which are an
indication of consistent deformation along the axial distance in that particular pin.
However, this is not the case for most of the coarse grained pins.

Figure 1.26 Pole figures obtained on the longitudinal cross-section of the coarse grained
straight pin (not curved) a) from an area just after the reduction section b) from another
area.
Conclusion of This Chapter
In this chapter, the dependence of deformation in microextrusion on specimen
size and grain size was investigated. For the coarse grained pins, the hardness (i.e.,
deformation) distribution is affected by the specimen size, and as specimen size decreases
50

the coarse grained pins have higher hardness compared to fine grained pins at the central
region. This indicates that changes occur in the deformation behavior of the miniaturized
coarse grained pins. In addition, the hardness profile (i.e., the deformation distribution
through the radial direction) for the coarse grained structure is affected by the surface
grains which experience the most excessive shear deformation due to friction and
deformation geometry during microextrusion. For the fine grained pins, the hardness
distribution (i.e., deformation) distribution is independent from the specimen size.
Also using X-Ray Pole Figure Analyses, the asymmetric deformation in the
workpiece which causes the curvature to occur during the microextrusion of the
submillimeter size coarse grained pins is shown.
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CHAPTER 2

MICROBENDING

Background
Sheet metal forming of parts with microscale dimensions is gaining importance
due to the current trend towards miniaturization, especially in the electronics industry.
With miniaturization, the process and product dimensions are scaled down but the grain
size of the material remains the same. As a result, the number of grains in the deformed
area of the workpiece decreases significantly. Due to the anisotropic nature of individual
grains, the material becomes an inhomogeneous medium. Thus, increased scattering in
the forming forces [4] and in the final bent geometry occurs [10, 50].
In addition, with miniaturization as the number of grains through the thickness is
decreased, the influence of surface grains on the strength of the specimen increases. The
surface grains are less constrained than inner grains, thus their flow strength is lower.
With miniaturization, the share of the surface grains in the total volume of the specimen
increases significantly. Thus, for a given grain size, generally as the specimen size (e.g.,
thickness) decreases, the strength of the specimen also decreases [1-4, 6-8, 50-53].
However in microbending, when there is only one grain through the thickness or the
grain size exceeds the sheet thickness an increase in the bending force was observed with
increasing grain size [4, 6].
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In Fig. 2.1 the microbending results of Raulea et. al. is given [4]. In their
microbending experiements the sheet thickness kept constant and the grain size was
varied. The specimen thickness is 1mm and grain size varied from 0.015 mm2 to 600
mm . The sheets were made from aluminum. When there are multiple grains through the
thickness the maximum load and the force at yield point decreases with increasing grain
size (left-hand size of Fig. 2.1). In the case of a single grain through the thickness (righthand side of Fig 2.1), two effects were observed: a) the bending force increases with
increasing grain size, and b) the reproducibility of the test decreases strongly with
increasing grain size.
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Figure 2.1 Variations of peak bending force and force at yield point for bending
experiments (specimen thickness 1 mm) [4].
Bending is a widely used metal forming operation to create localized
deformations in sheets to achieve the desired final part geometry [54]. Due to the stress
and strain gradients in the cross-sectional area of bending, an inhomogeneous
deformation occurs. During bending, the metal on the outside of the bend radius becomes
stretched or elongated from tensile stress, while metal on the inside of the bend radius
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experiences compressive stress. Maximum stresses and strains occur at the outside and
inside surfaces and they gradually decrease from the surface to the neutral axis. The
neutral axis is the line" of zero stress and strain in a bend. When the metal is stressed
above its elastic limit, it is plastically deformed. During bending, the plastic deformation
first occurs at the surfaces and as the degree of bending is increased the plastic
deformation increases and penetrates into the inner regions. Because of these
inhomogeneties in the deformation, analyses of stress and strain distribution through the
thickness are of utmost importance when evaluating bending and springback effects.
In bending, the elastic recovery of the material when the punch is retraced will
cause the material to "springback". Predicting the springback amount is very important
for the sheet metal industry to achieve the desired final part geometry; thus, the effect of
miniaturization on springback has been investigated [7, 10, 50, 55]. Some researchers
have found that coarse microstructures tend to springback less than fine microstructures
[7, 50]. Diehl et al. claims this behavior occurs due to the influence of the increased share
of the surface grains [50]. In addition, the scatter in the springback angle increases with
miniaturization [7, 50].
Engel and Eckstein used an optical strain measurement technique to investigate
the strain distribution in 0.5 mm thick microbent CuZnl5 sheets. The distribution of the
strain was consistent with the typical macrosize bending for the spring hard, fine-grained
(10 Dm) sample. However, for the annealed 70 Dm grain sized material, a more scattered
deformation distribution existed due to the effects of grain size and orientation [52].
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In this chapter the influence of the specimen size and the grain size on the
distribution of plastic deformation through the thickness after 3-point microbending
operations is investigated via microhardness evaluations.
Experimental Procedure
To investigate the effect that specimen size has on deformation size effects,
specimens which have thicknesses of 1.625mm, 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm were used. The
microbending tooling used for each size was designed according to the theory of
similarity. Thus, all dimensions of the tooling which contribute to the bending have the
same ratio to the sheet thicknesses. The ratio of the punch and die radii to the thickness of
sheets is 1.5t (i.e., R=1.5t) and the die gap has a 2t clearance from both sides of the
punch. Thus, the total width of the gap Lj is 7t. A schematic of tooling is shown in Fig.
2.2 The dimensions of the specimens were designed according to the theory of similarity
as well. To ensure a plane strain deformation, the width of the specimens were chosen as
w=10t.

@

@

(§)©
Figure 2.2 Schematic of microbending tooling.
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The microbent sheets were fabricated from CuZn30 a-brass, which has a FCC
structure. To investigate if a grain size effect on deformation exists, as received materials
were heat treated at different temperatures to obtain the desired fine and coarse grain
structures. The heat treatment temperatures and obtained grain sizes are given in Table
2.1 The heat treatments were conducted in a pure argon gas environment for one hour.
The grain size measurements were performed on the sides of the sheets based on ASTM
El 12 standard [56]. For a given sheet thickness, coarser structures are obtained for higher
treatment temperatures. However, since as-received conditions and the thickness of the
sheets are not the same, different grain sizes were obtained for the same heat treatment
temperatures for different specimen thicknesses.
Table 2.1 Heat treatment temperatures and the obtained grain sizes
0.2S mm

0.5 mm

1.625 mm

Heat Treatment
Temp. (°C)

Grain Size (urn)

Heat Treatment
Temp. (°C)

Grain Size (um)

Heat Treatment
Temp. (°C)

Grain Size (um)

500

20

550

22.5

515

19

650

130

700

205

665

175

800

190

800

285

715

280

800

660

As shown in Table 2.1, a fine grained structure which has approximately a 20 urn
grain size was obtained for each sheet thickness. This produces a different number of
grains through the thickness, 12.5, 22.5 and 85.5 for the 0.25, 0.5 and 1.625 mm
specimens respectively. The other structures are coarse structures, which have less than
10 grains through the thicknesses. Consistent grain sizes of approximately 190 urn and
280 (j.m exists for the different sheet thicknesses.
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The microbending experiments were performed on a 4448N (1000 lb) SEM
loading stage manufactured by Ernest F. Fullam Inc., NY with the corresponding tooling
for the specimen size. The displacement of the punch was measured using a Linear
Variable Differential Transducer (LVDT) while the force was measured using a load cell.
The LVDT used is a Vishay Micro-Measurements Linear Displacement Sensor HS25
with a fully active 350-ohm strain gauge bridge to sense spindle displacement. The
bending force was measured using a 111.2 N (25 lb) Sensotec precision miniature load
cell model 31 for the 0.25 and 0.5 mm cases and a 2224 N (500 lb) load cell for the 1.625
mm thickness cases. Five tests were conducted for each thickness and heat treatment case
and average plots were created. The stroke of the punch during the experiments was 7t.
Table 2.2 The initial hardness of the sheets prior to micobending
0.25 mm

0.5 mm

1.625 mm

Grain Size (|^m)

Hardness (HK)

Grain Size (\im)

Hardness (HK)

Grain Size (\im)

Hardness (HK)

20

83

22.5

79.5

19

94.5

130

77

205

77.5

175

73

190

71.5

285

77.5

280

76.5

660

75

In order to investigate the effects of specimen size and grain size on deformation
during microbending, microhardness evaluations were performed on the microbent
sheets. First, the sheets were molded into epoxy and polished. Then, the microhardness
measurements were obtained through the thickness of the microbent sheets at the bend
area using a Knoop indenter on a Beuhler Microhardness Machine. Measurement were
obtained with a 10 gram load and are spaced approximately, 50 urn apart for the 0.25 mm
and 0.5 mm thick specimens and 75 um apart for the 1.625 mm thick specimens. This
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resulted in 7, 9 and 20 measurements through the thickness for the 0.25, 0.5, and 1.625
mm thick specimens respectively. As for the length along the sheet, the measurements
were obtained every 0.11, 0.22, and 0.76 mm for the 0.25, 0.5, and 1.625 mm thick sheets
respectively. Both halves of the 3-point bending specimens were measured and then
averaged. Microhardness measurements of the undeformed material remote from the
bending area were also obtained. Thus the change in the hardness due to bending could
be determined. In Table 2.2, the average initial microhardness values of two sheets are
given for each case (i.e. for each grain and specimen sizes).

Figure 2.3 Microhardness measurements through the thickness on one arm of a 205 urn
coarse grained 0.5 mm specimen
Results
During deformation, the metals strain hardens. As a result, their strength and
hardness increase due to deformation (i.e., the higher the plastic deformation, the higher
the hardness of the material after deformation). In forming operations such as bending
where plastic strain gradients exit through the thickness of the workpiece, the
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deformation distribution can be characterized by hardness evaluation through the cross
section of the workpiece. In Fig. 2.3, half of a specimen after the microhardness
evaluation is shown.
In Figs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 the average contour plots of the increase in the hardness
after microbending operations for half of the specimens are shown for all microbending
cases. For each contour plot, the average initial hardness of the sheets was subtracted
from the measured hardness values after deformation. Thus, the contour plots show the
hardness increase of the sheets after microbending. To construct each contour plot two
microbent sheets were measured and averaged. Also, because three point bending is a
symmetrical process, the hardness values of the two halves of the specimens were
averaged and data for only one half of the specimen is provided in the contour plots.
Thus, each contour plot is the average of four halves of two sheet specimens. In the
figures, the negative locations through the thickness of the sheets correspond to the
compression side of the bend and positive locations correspond to the tension side while
the zero location corresponds to the center of the specimen.
From Figs. 2.4a, 2.5a and 2.6a, it can be seen that the hardness contour plots of
the fine grained sheets have a smooth and consistent layered pattern through the thickness
and along the length of the specimens which is consistent with conventional macroscale
bending. The hardness is lowest at the neutral axis in the center of the specimen.
Considering the location along the specimen length, as the location along the length of
the specimen increases the hardness values gradually decreases, which means maximum
bending occurs at the punch tip location.
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The contour plots of the coarse grained specimens are more scattered and less
consistent through the thickness and along the length of the sheets and the layer structure
is disturbed. Interestingly, in one of the 285 um grained 0.5 mm specimens, the location
along the length of the sheet where the highest hardness increase occurs is not at the zero
location where the tip of the punch contacts the specimen. At this location penetration of
deformation to the inner regions is observed. A possible cause of this is that the coarse
grains at the area where the tip of the punch contacts the sheet specimen are not favorably
oriented for the bending deformation. Figure 2.7 shows the microstructure of this
microbent coarse grained specimen. This effect was so pronounced in this specimen that
the behavior can be seen in the average contour plot of the 0.5 mm thick 285 um grain
size sheets, i.e. Fig 2.5 c).

Figure 2.7 Microstructure of a 0.5 mm thick, 285 urn coarse grained microbent specimen
In addition, for the two smallest sizes, i.e., the 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm sheet
specimens, at the bend area it seems that the lower hardness increase layer around the
neutral axis is broader for the fine grained structure whereas this layer is narrower or nonexistent for the coarse grained structures. Thus, some penetration of plastic deformation
from the highly strained surface regions to the inner regions seems to occur. For the
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largest size, 1.625 mm thick specimens, the inner layers of low hardness increase are
similarly broader for the fine and the coarse grain structures. Note that the layered
structure in Fig. 2.6 is less consistent compared to Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 as more data points
through the cross-section were obtained.
To investigate the effect of grain size and the specimen size on deformation
during microbending more thoroughly, the average hardness increase profile through the
thickness of the specimens is plotted in Fig. 2.8 for the 1.625 mm, 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm
specimens. Each plot is an average hardness increase distribution of two specimens in the
bend area (i.e., the average hardness of the measurement lines (see Fig. 3) in a 4t region
around where the punch tip contacts the specimen). In these plots the zero location again
corresponds to the center of the thickness while the negative and positive values
correspond to compression and tension sides respectively. The plots in Fig. 2.8 show the
increase in the hardness of sheets through the thickness after microbending experiments.
In Fig. 2.8 a) the average hardness increase profiles through the thickness of 1.625
mm specimens at the bend area is given for all grain sizes. All the grain structures, i.e.,
the fine 19 urn grained and the coarse 170 urn, 280 urn and 660 um grained structures,
have similar hardness increase profiles through the thickness after microbending. High
hardness increase values exist near the surface region (280 um and 660 urn grained
specimens have 10-5 HK lower hardness increase values at the surface region comparing
to 19 um and 170 um specimens), which decrease sharply to the inner regions. Also,
similar minimum hardness increase values near the neutral axis occur. The difference in
the hardness between the surface regions and the neutral axis is 35-25 HK for all grain
sizes. All of the different grained sheets underwent the same scaled microbending
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processes and it seems that the hardness increase profile or deformation distribution
through the thickness is not affected significantly by the grain size for the largest, 1.625
mm thick specimens.
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In Fig. 2.8 b), the average hardness increase profiles through the thickness of 0.5
mm specimens at the bend area is given for all grain sizes. The hardness increase profile
through the thickness of the coarse grained structures deviates from the fine grained one
although they underwent the same scaled microbending process. The hardness increase
profile of the 20 um fine grain size structures is similar to the ones obtained for the
largest size 1.625 mm specimens that are presented in Fig. 2.8 a). The increase in the
hardness is highest, 35 HK near the surface region and decrease sharply to the inner
regions. The increase in the hardness is minimum, almost zero, at the neutral axis.
The coarse grained, 200 um and 280 um grain size specimens also have higher
hardness increase values at the surface region and minimum near the neutral axis.
However, the distribution of the hardness through the thickness is quite different. They
have relatively lower hardness increase values at the surface than fine grained specimens
and these values decrease more gradually from the surface to the inner regions. As a
result higher hardness increase values occur at the inner regions. The difference in the
hardness increase values between the surface region and the neutral axis is about 33 HK
for the 20 um, fine grained sheets compared to 18 HK and 13 HK for the 200 um and 280
jam coarse grained sheets, respectively.
In Fig. 2.8 c), the average hardness profiles through the thickness of the smallest
size, 0.25 mm specimens at the bend area is given for all grain sizes. Similar to the 0.5
mm specimens, the hardness increase profile through the thickness of the coarse grained
structures deviates from the fine grained ones although they underwent the same scaled
microbending processes. Again, the hardness profile of the 20 um fine grain size
structures is similar to the ones obtained for the largest 1.625 mm specimens that are
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presented in Fig. 2. 8a). The hardness increase values are high near the surface region and
decrease sharply to the inner regions. The hardness increase values are minimum, almost
zero at the neutral axis.
The distribution of the hardness through the thickness is again quite different for
the coarse grained, 130 um and 200 jam grain size specimens. The coarse grained
specimens have relatively lower hardness increases at the surface than fine grained ones
and the hardness decreases more gradually from surface to inner regions. As a result the
coarse grained sheets have higher hardness increase values at the inner regions. The
difference in the hardness between the surface region and the neutral axis is about 26 HK
for the 20 um, fine grained specimens compared to 19 HK for the 130 um coarse grained
specimens and 13 HK for the coarse 200 (am grained specimens.
In order to compare the deformation of the coarse and fine grained specimens for
the different thicknesses, the locations through the thickness were normalized by dividing
by half of the specimen's thickness. Then, the hardness increase profiles for the three
different specimen sizes were plotted together for a given grain size, see Fig. 2.9 The first
microindentations were taken 50um away from the surface for all specimen sizes, thus in
these plots the hardness curves do not start at the same normalized location at the surface
region. Also to plot these curves, the 20 jam, 22.5 um and 19 um grain size structures for
the 0.25mm, 0.5 mm and 1.625 mm specimens, respectively, are grouped as fine 20 um
grain size structures. Similarly, the 190 um, 205 um and the 175 um grain size structures,
for the 0.25mm, 0.5 mm and 1.625 mm specimens respectively, are grouped as coarse
190 um grain size structures. Finally, the 285 um grain size 0.5 mm specimens and 280
um grain size 1.625 mm specimens are grouped as coarse 280 um grain size structures.
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In Fig. 2.9a) the hardness increase profiles of the 20 um fine grained sheets for the
three different specimen sizes are plotted. The deformation distribution through the
thickness is not affected significantly by miniaturization for the fine grained specimens.
For all specimen sizes, the hardness increase profiles are quite similar in particular on the
tension side of the neutral axis, i.e. positive normalized location values. Additionally,
similar minimum hardness increase values at the neutral axis and higher values near the
surface region were obtained. Note that the values for the 1.625 mm specimens deviate
on the compression side, compared to the two smaller size, 0.5 and 0.25 mm thick
specimens.
In Fig. 2.9b), the hardness increase profiles of the 190 um coarse grained sheets
for the three different specimen sizes are given. For the largest size, 1.625 mm
specimens, the change in the hardness is steeper from the surface region to the inner
region where as for the two smaller size specimens the hardness decreases more
gradually. As a result the two miniaturized smaller size specimens have higher hardness
near the neutral axis. Similarly in Fig. 2.9c) for the 280 um coarse grained structures, the
change in the hardness is steeper from the surface region to the inner region for the
largest size 1.625 mm specimens where as for the smaller 0.5 mm thick specimens the
hardness decreases more gradually. As a result, the 0.5 mm specimens have higher
hardness near the neutral axis. This shows the penetration of the plastic deformation to
the inner regions during microbending of the coarse grained sheets as a result of
miniaturization.
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Discussion
From these results it can be concluded that the deformation distribution through
the thickness is affected by the grain size when the specimen dimensions are
miniaturized. By scaling the process by the law of similarities, a strain of 22% should
theoretically be achieved on the outer surfaces for all of our cases regardless of thickness
(with zero strain at the neutral axis). As the specimen size decreases, this change in the
strain occurs over a shorter distance; thus, the gradients imposed by the deformation
geometry become steeper. During deformation, coarse grains in a steep strain gradient
field tend to more evenly distribute the deformation. As a result, for the coarse grained
structures, the penetration of plastic deformation from the surface regions to the inner
region occurs during bending and more plastic deformation, i.e., higher hardness at the
inner regions occurs when the dimensions are miniaturized. Also, less deformation (i.e.,
lower hardness increase) at the surface region occurs, as well. These effects are evident
when comparing the smaller 0.25 mm and 0.5 mm coarse grained specimens to the fine
grained one and to the 1.625 mm specimens (with both fine and coarse grains). For the
fine grained sheet specimens, miniaturization of the sheet thickness does not seem to
have a significant effect on the hardness distribution, i.e., plastic deformation distribution,
as the hardness increase profile through the thickness for all sizes are quite similar; see
Fig 2.9 a).
From these results and past microextrusion results, it is seen that when strain
gradients become steep due to miniaturization, the distribution of the strain is affected by
the grain size. This behavior can be related to the grain boundaries which are dislocation
barriers. During microbending, the grain boundaries of fine structures inhibit the
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dislocation motion and do not allow them to penetrate from highly strained surface
regions to less strained inner regions. When there exists only a few grains in the strain
gradient field, there are fewer grain boundaries and thus dislocations penetrate to the less
strained inner regions. In addition, because there are less grain boundaries at the surface
regions, less dislocation pile-ups occur and less geometrically necessary dislocations are
generated at the grain boundaries due to compatibility of displacements between adjacent
grains [25]. As a result, less strain hardening occurs at the highly strained surface region
for the coarse structure, as well. For micro extrusion, due to the friction that is generated
between workpiece and die surface, the coarse grained pins have high hardness values at
the surface and thus these values are comparable to the fine grained structure.
While performing the microbending experiments, the force and displacement
curves were also recorded. In order to compare the curves of sheets with different
thicknesses for a given grain size, the bending force and punch displacement values were
normalized with respect to the sheet thickness. For the punch displacement, values were
divided by the sheet thickness, since the punch displacement was a scalar of the sheet
thickness (7t). Similarly, the bending force value was divided by the sheet thickness
squared since bending force is a function of the sheet thickness squared [57]:

Where P is the maximum bending force, w is the width of the sheet, t is the sheet
thickness, L is the die opening clearance, oy is the yield strength of the material and c is a

constant that varies from 0.3 for a wiping die, 0.7 for a U-die to approximately 1.3 for a
V-die.
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In Fig. 2.10, normalized bending force versus displacement curves are given for
20 um, 190 um and 280 urn grained sheets. In Fig. 2.11, the normalized peak bending
force versus specimen size curves for the three grain sizes are given. For the 20 um fine
grained sheets, the normalized peak force values increase slightly as specimen size
decreases, see Fig. 2.10 a). There is also a slight increase in the peak force as the sheet
thickness is miniaturized to 0. 5 mm from 1.625 mm for the 190 um coarse grained
sheets. Miniaturization from 1.625 to 0.5 mm increases the share of surface grains in the
total volume significantly for the 190 um grain size sheets and the peak force results
seems to contradict the surface layer model [2,3] which states that the peak forces should
decrease with a decrease in sheet thickness as the share of the surface grains increase.
The penetration of shear which occurs due to the miniaturization can be the cause. As
seen from hardness distribution through the thickness, Fig. 2.9 b) penetration of
deformation occurs for the coarse 190 um grained, 0.5 mm sheets. This, additional
deformations can be responsible for the increase in the peak forces which appears with
miniaturization. However, the peak force decreases for the smallest sized, 0. 25 mm
thick, 190 um coarse grained sheets. Also, for the 280 um grained sheets the peak force
of 0.5 mm sheets are lower than the 1.625 mm sheets. For these sizes (i.e., 190 um
grained 0.25 mm specimens and 280 um grained 0.5 mm specimens), the sheet material
consists of primarily surface grains and have relatively lower hardness values at the
surface regions. This possibly is the reason for the lower peak force values of the smallest
sized, 0. 25 mm thick, 190 um coarse grained and 0.5 mm thick, 280 um coarse grained
sheets. It should also be noted that not all research has agrees with the surface layer
model. Cao et al. [37] did not observe a decrease in the yield strength of cylindrical
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CuZn30 tensile test specimens with miniaturization as predicted by the surface layer
model.
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Estimating the springback amount is critical for the sheet metal forming industry.
Springback is closely related to the deformation distribution through the cross section at
the bend area. Although the springback angle has not been studied in this paper,
understanding the influence of grain and specimen size on deformation distribution
through the thickness of the microbent sheets is important to understand the springback
behavior of miniaturized sheets. This is true as, the
Conclusion of This Chapter
In this chapter, the dependence of deformation in microbending on specimen size
and grain size was investigated via microhardness evaluations. It was found that the
deformation distribution, i.e., the hardness increase values through the thickness is
affected by the grain size when the specimen size is miniaturized. For the largest size

1.625 mm thick specimens, the hardness increase profiles are similar for the fine and
coarse grained sheets. However, for the miniaturized, 0.5 mm and 0.25 mm thick
specimens, the hardness increase profiles of the coarse grained structures decrease more
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gradually from the surface to inner regions. As a result after microbending, the increase
in the hardness of the inner regions is higher for the coarse grained sheets. This is an
indication of penetration of plastic deformation to the inner regions during microbending
of the coarse grained structures. For the fine grain structure, miniaturization of the
specimen size does not seem to have a significant effect on the hardness increase profiles,
i.e., plastic deformation distribution through the thickness of the sheets.
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CHAPTER 3

MICROTENSILE TESTS

Background
In the first two chapters, the deformation distribution, i.e., the hardness
distribution through the diameter and the thickness of microextruded and microbent
specimens, were investigated. In these forming processes, strain gradients are present
through the specimens which become steeper with miniaturization. The microhardness
evaluations revealed that with miniaturization the coarse grained structures have higher
hardness in the central region compared to the fine grained ones due to penetration of
deformation. In this chapter, for comparison, the microhardness evaluations were
presented for microtensile tested specimens where no significant strain gradients are
present during deformation.
Results
The microtensile test specimens were made of CuZn30. Microhardness
measurements on two 32 um and two 211 um grain size tensile test specimens which
fractured at approximately 30% strain were obtained (The structures are similar to the
structures used in chapter 1). The tensile specimens had a diameter of 0.8 mm and were
tested at room temperature, using a Sintech universal testing machine with a 2500 N
capacity load cell at Northwestern University.
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Figure 3.1 Hardness distributions along the gage length of the tensile specimens.
Fractured pieces of the specimens from the tests were molded and ground to their
half cross section. The hardness values were relatively consistent at a given axial
location; thus, they were averaged to obtain a single hardness value. See Fig. 3.1 for a
plot of the hardness values versus axial location for the 32 um and 211 urn grain size
tensile test specimens. In this figure, the zero axial location corresponds to the fracture
location of the tensile specimen. The hardness values for the 32 um, fine-grained
specimens have slightly higher hardness values than the 211 jam, coarse-grained
specimen at the zero axial location where necking and the maximum hardness values for
the specimens occur. The hardness values then decrease gradually through the gage
length, decrease significantly to its minimum annealing hardness value at the end of the
gage length and remain relatively constant through the grip section. As expected and
consistent with the Hall-Petch relationship and the tensile data which is given in Fig. 3.2,
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the 211 um, coarse-grained tensile specimen has lower hardness values than the 32 um
grain size one.
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Figure 3.2 Tensile test curves of 32 um and 211 um grain size specimens.
Beside this expected result, one can also observe from the data in Fig. 3.1 that the
hardness values of the coarse-grained specimen fluctuate through the gage length, while
maintaining a decreasing trend, whereas hardness values for the fine-grained specimen do
not experience such a fluctuating phenomenon. (See the diffuse necking locations labeled
in Fig. 3.1) This is because the coarse-grained specimen has only a few grains through
the cross-section. Thus, the deformation of individual grains is not as constrained by
neighboring grains as in polycrystalline tensile deformation. At these diffuse necking
axial locations, one of the grains or a few grains probably are oriented more favorably for
tensile deformation and thus stretch or deform more than the grains in other crosssectional locations through the gage length. The hardness values at these axial locations
are higher due to the increased stretching. The half cross section photos of the tensile
specimens in Fig. 3.3 support this explanation. The hardness values at the 1750 um axial
location (the 7th hardness measurement line) and the 3500 um axial location (the 12th
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hardness measurement line) were higher for the 211 um grain size specimen (Fig. 3.1)
and diffuse necking deformation can be observed at these locations (Fig. 3.3a). This type
of anomalous stretching and fluctuating hardness values were not observed in finegrained tensile specimens, which have a consistently decreasing hardness curve along the
gage length (see Fig. 3.1) and a straight surface (see Fig. 3.3b).

Figure 3.3 Half cross section of tensile specimen pieces a) 211 urn grain size b)32 um
grain size.
Conclusion of This Chapter
From the hardness evaluations performed on microtensile tested coarse and fine
grained specimens, it is found that the coarse grained specimens have lower hardness
than the fine grained specimens through the cross section when no significant strain
gradient is present during deformation.
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CHAPTER 4

INVESTIGATION OF STRAIN GRADIENT HARDENING

Background
It has been shown that the hardening of crystalline materials at the microscale is
significantly affected by the gradients of the deformation. As previously mentioned, in
his pioneering paper in 1970 on inhomogeneous deformation, Ashby introduced the
distinction between the statistically stored dislocations, SSDs, and geometrically
necessary dislocations, GNDs [26]. While the former are stored generally during
homogeneous deformation, the latter are stored due to the plastic shear strain gradients
during inhomogeneous deformation. The density of SSDs is associated with the amount
of plastic strain whereas the density of GNDs is directly proportional to the gradients of
plastic strain. The density of GND,

PGND,

can be calculated according to plastic shear

strain gradients, %=dypi/dy. In the simplest one dimensional case for single slip with a
Burgers vector b in the y-direction [26, 58]:

=
PGND

L , !!HiL ) =1
b

^

dy

;

b

(4.1)
V

J

According to Ashby, the GNDs contribute to the strain hardening of materials and he
proposed a Taylor-type relation to estimate their contribution on strain hardening:
x = cGbA/pSSD+pGND

(4.2)
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where G is the shear modulus and c is a numerical factor, typically on the order of c ~
0.2-0.4 and pSsD is the density of statistically stored dislocations.
The contribution of GNDs has been used to explain the increased strain hardening of very
small metallic specimens when they undergo inhomogeneous deformation, such as in the
torsion of thin wires [21], bending of thin sheets [23] and in nanoindentation [22].
In Fig. 4.1. the dependence of bending strength on size is shown for microbending
[23]. During bending, strain gradients are generated through the thickness. When the
specimen thickness size is scaled down to the order of tens of microns, the strain
gradients become steeper. As a result the density of GNDs and strength of the material
increase significantly.
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Figure 4.1 Dependence of strength on specimen size in microbending of thin Nickel films
[23]..
The strain gradient hardening becomes significant when the specimen feature size is
on the order of tens of microns. The goal of this chapter is to predict the strain gradient
hardening amount for the specimen sizes used in the thesis (which are on the order of 400
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urn or more). To achieve this, an analytical model is established to determine strain
gradient hardening of metals during axisymmetric forward microextrusion. First, a
formulation is generated to estimate the strain distribution through the thickness during
axissymmetric forward extrusion. By also using shear components of the formulation, a
new model is established to estimate the GND density. In Fig. 4.2 the flow chart of the
calculations of the predicted GND density is shown. Then, using a Taylor type equation
as proposed by Ashby, the strain gradient hardening, SGH, during microextrusion is
estimated. It is found that the GND density increases with a decrease in the initial and
final specimen radii and an increase in the die angle, a. Also, it is shown that, for the
smallest size, 00.76/0.57 mm pins, a 3.6 % increase in the strength at the axis of
symmetry is predicted, while a 1.2% and 0.9% increase in the strength is predicted for
01.5/1.0 mm and 02.0/1.33 mm pins respectively at the axis of symmetry due to strain
gradient hardening [59]. In Figure
Predicting strain distribution through
the radius in extrusion
Homogeneous
strain (constant
through the
cross-section)

Shear strains
(increase
through the
t;ross-section)

'
Total Effective
Strain
Distribution
through the
Cross-section
i

Predicting GND density stored during
microextrusion
GNDs stored
due to shear
strain gradient

GNDs stored due
to shape change at
the reduction
section

ir
Total GND
density stored
during
microextrusion

^'
SGH Predictions

Figure 4.2 Flow chart of the calculation of predicted GND density that is stored during
microextrusion
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Analytical Model
Strain Distribution Through the Diameter of an Extruded Workpiece
In extrusion when a material enters the reduction section, the flow direction changes
throughout the cross-section toward the apex of the die. See Fig. 4.3 for a schematic of
this assumed material flow. Along a flow line, the angular position of the material does
not change, but the radial distance from the axis of symmetry decreases in the reduction
section [29].
The deformation that is experienced by the material during this assumed material
flow can be separated into two distinct deformation modes:
1. Homogeneous deformation due to the area reduction
2. Shear deformation which occurs at the shear discontinuity planes, PA and PB
The total strain is the sum of these two deformation modes. For simplicity, the shear
discontinuity is assumed to occur at the straight planes, PA and PB, rather than arced
surfaces as proposed by Avitzur [29].

Figure 4.3 Assumed material flow during extrusion
The effective strain due to homogeneous deformation experienced between planes
PA and PB due to the area reduction is:
sh = In - j

(4.3)
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where r* and rf are the initial and the final radii respectively. This strain value is simply
the strain if the material experienced a reduction in the area.
The shear strain that is experienced by an infinitestimal rectangular element that is
distorted by an angle (3 is:
y = tanp

(4.4)

In extrusion, the shear strain that is experienced by an infinitestimal element at
shear discontinuity plane PA that is a distance Y, away from the axis of symmetry on PA
is:
Y
tanp = - L

(4.5)

i

where Li is the distance from the shear discontinuity plane PA to the apex of the die angle
at the axis of symmetry. Also, from the process geometry:
r.
tana = - i i—i.

(4.6)

i

where a is the die angle. Combining Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4) provides the shear strain
that is experienced by an element at PA as:
Y
Y = — tana
r

(4.7)

t

where a is the die angle. Similarly, the shear strain that is experienced by an element at
discontinuity plane PB is:
A/RY.

y =-

L

tana

where R is the reduction ratio,

(4.8)
R=rf2/rj2

and thus yB is equal to YA:
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y2= — tana

(4.9)

The total shear strain that is experienced by an infinitesimal element at the shear
discontinuity planes A and B which is a distance Y* away from the axis of symmetry on
PAIS:

2Y,
Y T =— L tana

(4.10)

i

The effective strain due to shear can be calculated based on von Mises yield criterion as:

So the effective strain that is experienced by an infmitestimal element due to shear is:
2 Y.
ss =-/=—Ltana
V3 r

(4.12)

Thus, during axisymmetric microextrusion, the total effective strain that is
experienced by an element at a distance Yj from the axis of symmetry on PA is:
r.
1 Y.
s T =2(ln— + -T-—tana)
rf V3 i; •

(4.13)

A similar equation can be written according to the final radius of the workpiece as well:
r
1 Yf
sT = 2(ln—
r + -T=—tana)
V3 rf
f

(4.14)

Similarly, the total effective strain according to angular position of the element can also
be calculated as:

r
1
s T = 2 ( l n - + ^=tan(3)
r

f

(4.15)

"v3

which is consistent with the formula by Talbert and Avitzur [60].
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In Fig. 4.4 the total strain distribution through the normalized diameter of the larger
size 01.5/1.0 mm and 02.0/1.33 mm pins which have R=2.25 and submillimeter size
00.76/0.57 mm pins which have R=1.77 are shown. The die angle is 30°. The shear
strain component is zero at the axis of symmetry and increases gradually with a
maximum at the surface. The submillimeter size, 00.76/0.57 mm pins have a
homogeneous strain of approximately 0.575 mm/mm and the total strain at the surface is
1.1. The larger size pins have a homogeneous strain of approximately 0.81 and the total
strain at the surface is 1.477. Note that the effect of friction is excluded in these analyses.
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Figure 4.4 Predicted strain distribution through the normalized diameter of the larger size
01.5/1.0 mm and 02.0/1.33 mm pins which have an extrusion ratio R=2.25 and
submillimeter size 00.76/0.57 mm pins which have R=l .77.
As it is mentioned before, during deformation, metals strain harden. As a result,
their strength and hardness increase after deformation (i.e., the higher the plastic
deformation, the higher the hardness of the material after deformation). In metal forming
operations such as microextrusion where plastic strain gradients exit through the diameter
of the workpiece, the deformation distribution can be characterized by a hardness
evaluation through the cross section of the workpiece. However, it is acknowledged that
characterizing the deformation via hardness evaluation is an indirect method and one can
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not obtain the actual strain amounts. In addition, as the strain increases, the change in the
hardness saturates. In Fig. 4.5, the correlation between the hardness of cold rolled
CuZn30 brass and strain amount is shown (data obtained from [39]).
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Fig 4.4.)
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Figure 4.5 Correlation between the hardness of cold rolled CuZn30 and strain (data taken
from [39])
In Chapter 1 the hardness distributions through the diameters of microextruded
specimens were shown. To investigate the influence of the specimen size on hardness
(i.e., deformation) distribution, three different die sets which have dimensions of
0O.76/.57 mm, 01.5/1.0 mm and 02.0/1.33 mm before and after reduction respectively,
were used. The microextruded pins were fabricated from CuZn30 a-brass which has a
FCC structure. For the fine structure (32 um), the deformation distribution was found to
be independent of the specimen size. Thus to compare the deformation distribution to the
hardness distribution through the diameter, the results of fine structure pins were used.
In Fig. 4.6, the measured hardness profiles of the microextruded pins for the two
extrusion ratios are given. In order to plot the curves of specimens which have different
sizes on the same graph, the radial distance was normalized by dividing the radial
distance of the pins by the radius. For the extrusion ratio of 1.77, two pins which have
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00.76/0.57 mm diameters before and after extrusion were measured. For the extrusion
ratio of 2.25, pins which have 02.0/1.33 mm and 01.5/1.0 mm diameters before and
after extrusion were measured. For each microextrusion case, two pins were measured
and the hardness values were averaged. Each data point in Fig. 5 represents an average of
approximately 20 hardness measurements for the extrusion ratio of 1.77 and
approximately 40 hardness measurements for the extrusion ratio of 2.25. The error bars
on the plots represent the range of measurement errors.
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Figure 4.6 Measured average hardness values versus normalized radial distance for
extrusion ratios of 2.25 and 1.177.
Consistent with the deformation distribution through the radial direction in
extrusion as formulated in Eq. (4.13) and shown in Fig. 4.4, the pins have higher hardness
(and higher strain) near the surface due to additional shear deformation and lower
hardness (and lower strain) in the central region. Also consistent with Eq. (4.13) and Fig.
4.4, the pins which experience a lower extrusion ratio (1.77) have lower hardness than the

pins which experience a higher extrusion ratio (2.25) at the central region. At the surface
region, comparable hardness values exist. This occurs because at high strain values, the
increase in the hardness for CuZn30 saturates (see Fig. 4.5). In addition to saturation of
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hardness at high strain values, the pins which experience lower and higher extrusion
ratios have comparable hardness values at the surface region (due to friction at the die
workpiece interface).
Calculation of Density of GNDs During Microextrusion
The GNDs are stored due to the shear strain gradients at the shear discontinuity
planes and due to the geometry of the reduction section. An approximation of the density
of GNDs, stored due to the shear strain gradients at the shear discontinuity planes, A and
B, can be calculated according to Eqs. (4.1), (4.7) and (4.8) as:
tana
'GND,SDP A

br

(4.16)

tana
PGNDSDPB=-^-

(4-17)

Thus, the total density of GNDs stored due to the shear strain gradients at the
shear discontinuity planes, A and B is:

PGNDSDP

tana 1 1
= ~ ( - +- )

(4-18)

An approximation of the density of GNDs stored due to the strain gradients at the
reduction section can be calculated as follows. For simplicity it is assumed that the shape
change at the reduction section is accommodated by a number of dislocation loops, i.e.,
GNDs with burgers vectors perpendicular to the axis of symmetry, as shown
schematically in Fig. 4.7. This is similar to the technique used by Nix and Gao who
investigated strain gradient hardening during indentation [22]. If A, is the total length of
the dislocation loops, then between r and r + dr:
<Xk = 2%x^b

(4.19)
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After integration, this provides:
%2n

% ,

,

(4.20)

a)

b)

Figure 4.7 a) Geometrically Necessary Dislocations, GNDs, which are stored during
deformation at the reduction section b) a GND loop at the reduction section.
The volume of the reduction section is:
(r;3-rf3)

V=-

(4.21)

{J

3 tan o r "

The density of GNDs that are stored at the reduction section can be calculated by
dividing the GND length, X, by the volume:
I
PGNDRS

(4.22)

V
%

2

^

-OT-r/)

ONDRS

%

3 tan a

(4.23)
3

3

(r, -rf )

After simplification, the density of GNDs that are stored in the reduction section is:

90

_ 3tana
PGND RS =

b

(r; +r f )
(ri2+rjrf+rf2)

(4.24)

Summing Eqs. (16), (17) and (24), the total density of GNDs stored during
microextrusion is:
tana

(

1

3(r:+r f )

+

1

"<-.-— r t f + * , + & v

(4 25)

-

Thus, the density of GND increases with a decrease in the initial and final radii of the
specimen, r; and rf, and an increase in the die angle, a. Note that if oc=0, the GND density
would be zero.
Strain Gradient Hardening During Microextrusion
In Chapter 1, microextruded CuZn30 a-brass micropins, which have diameters on the
order of a millimeter and submilimeter range, were investigated. Thus, the following
calculations were performed to determine the SGH effect during axissymmetric forward
microextrusion for CuZn30. Sevillano et al. [31] showed that the relation between the
dislocation density and tensile strength of a cold rolled CuZn30 Brass is:
a = 108 +1.95Gbp1/2 (MPa)

(4.26)

where G is the shear modulus. In this equation, the dislocation density, p, can be assumed
to be the SSD density since no steep strain gradients exits in these macroscale specimens.
But these can only be considered estimates for SSDs since the specimens were cold
rolled. To include SGH, the formulation can be modified according to Eq. (4.2) as:
a = 108 +1.95Gb

(PSSD+PGND)1/2

(MPa)

(4.27)
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Figure 4.8 Correlation between yield strength of rolled CuZn30 and square root of
dislocation density [31].
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Figure 4.9 Variation of PSSD from experimental data for single crystals (inferred from
stress-strain curves for polycrystals) and PQND (calculated) with respect to shear strain
[21].
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Figure 4.10 The densities of SSDs and GNDs versus initial radius of the workpieces (for
a die angle of 30° and reduction ratios of a) R=1.77 (strain of 57 %) and b) R=2.25 (strain
of 81%). Note that the SSD densities correspond to the deformation amount at the axis of
symmetry ._The range of SSDs densities of polycrystals, which are obtained from Fig. 4.9,
are presented as a shaded band.
The calculations were performed for axisymmetric extrusion which have
extrusion ratios of R=1.77 and R=2.25 that produce 57% and 81%.strain respectively
near the axis of symmetry in the workpiece based on Eq. (4.3). The corresponding shear
strains according to Eq. (4.11) are 99% and 140%). In Fig. 4.8, the relationship between
the strain amount and square root of dislocation density and the strength of rolled
CuZn30 is given [31]. For this figure, the dislocation density was obtained using
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The obtained SSD densities from Fig. 4.8 are
consistent with the SSD densities calculated for polycrystals by Fleck et al. [21], see Fig.
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4.9.
In Fig. 4.10, the densities of SSDs and GNDs are given with respect to the initial
radius of the workpiece. The corresponding SSD densities were obtained from Fig. 4.8
for the deformation amounts near the axis of symmetry. The range of SSDs densities of
polycrystals, which are obtained from Fig. 4.9, are presented as a shaded band. The GND
densities were calculated using Eq. (4.25) for a die angle of a=30°(which is the die angle
of the tooling used in our microextrusion experiments). Also, in Fig. 4.11, the percentage
increase in the strength near the axis of symmetry due to SGH is shown with respect to
the initial workpiece radius for the reduction ratios. These values were calculated using
Eqs. (26) and (27).
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Figure 4.11 Percentage increase in the strength of the workpiece near the axis of
symmetry due to SGH with respect to the specimen thickness for CuZn30 and a = 30°.
In Fig. 4.11 the percentage increase in the strength due to SGH for the
microextruded specimens from Chapter I are indicated by black dots. A 3.6 %, 1.2% and

0.9% increase in the strength is calculated for the 00.76/0.57 mm, 01.5/1.0 mm and
02.0/1.33 mm pins respectively at the axis of symmetry due to SGH. In Table 4.1 the
calculated strengths of pins with and without SGH (according to Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27))
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and corresponding percentage increase in the strength due to SGH are given. Fig. 4.12
provides a flowchart for these calculations.
Table 4.1 The increase in strength and hardness at the axis of symmetry due to SGH for
the pins Jrom previous study
Initio /Final
Pin
diameters
(mm)

Exturision
Ratio
R

Strength at
the axis of
symmetry
without
SGH (MP a)
461.6

Strength at
the axis of
symmetry
with SGH
(MPa)
478.1

Increase in
the
Strength
due to SGH

1.77

The Strain
produced at
the axis of
symmetry
(mm/mm)
0.575

3.6%

Increase
in
Hardness
due to
SGH
6.5 HK

00.76/0.57
01.5/1.0

2.25

0.81

576.1

582.8

1.2%

2.3 HK

02.0/1.33

2.25

0.81

576.1

581.2

0.9%

1.7 HK

Strain at the axis of
symmetry palculated
from Eq. (3)

p determined from
Fig. 7 for this strain
value. This is

PGND calculated

from Eq. (25)

assumed to be PSSD

Values used to
plot Fig. 9
a calculated from
Eq. (27) for
PSSD+PGND

cr calculated from
Eq. (26) for this pSSD

Increase in o due to
SGH calculated

Values used to plot
Fig. 10

Figure 4.12 Flowchart of the strain gradient hardening calculations.
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As shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, as the workpiece radius decreases, the density of
GNDs increases and the workpiece undergoes more SGH. This effect seems to increase
significantly when the initial workpiece radius is less than approximately 200 jim. Also
from Fig. 4.11, a decrease in the extrusion ratio will result in an increase in the SGH.
This is because the ratio of the GND to SSD densities is relatively higher when the
extrusion ratio is lower. In addition, the increase in the SGH hardening is higher at the
axis of symmetry than at the outer regions. As is observed in Fig. 4.4, the strain (and thus
the number of SSD obtained e.g. from Sevillano [31]) is a minimum at the axis of
symmetry and increases near the surface of the sheet. Thus, the ratio of GND to SSD
densities would decrease and the effect of the SGH would become less near the surface.
Also, as mentioned previously, the effect of friction is excluded from the
calculation of the deformation distribution through the diameter. Due to friction, the
strain amounts will increase and thus the strain gradients will be steeper at the surface
region. However, provided that the workpiece diameter is large and number of grains
through the cross section is large, the effect of friction will be limited at the surface
region and the central region of the workpieces will be free from frictional effects.
The measured hardness values near the axis of symmetry is about 185 HK for the
00.76/0.57 mm pins which have R=1.77 and is about 190 HK for 01.5/1.0 mm and
02.0/1.33 mm pins which have R=2.25 (see Fig. 4.6). The percent increase values from
Fig. 4.11 and Table 4.1 roughly indicate that about a 6.5 HK increase is possible for the
00.76/0.57 mm pins and about a 2 HK increase on average is possible for 01.5/1.0 mm
and 02.0/1.33 mm pins. Thus, while the difference in the hardness for the R=1.77 and
2.25 cases is only approximately 5 HK, this difference would be larger (approximately
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9.5 HK) if SGH did not occur (i.e., the 5HK value plus the 4.5 HK difference (6.5 HK
minus 2 HK) from table 4.1). See Fig. 4.13 for a relationship between hardness and
strength of CuZn30 showing a linear relationship despite the saturation for hardness
versus strain in Fig. 4.5.
If consider the strain in the central region for the R=1.77 and R=2.25 cases (i.e.,
8=0.57 and s=0.81 respectively) and use these strain values in Fig.4.5, the approximate
hardness change would be 9 VFiN, see Fig 4.5. This is similar to the 9.5 HK difference
for the case if SGH did not occur. Thus, the model appears to represent experimental data
reasonably well. Note that Fig. 4.5 has units of Vickers Hardness while Fig. 4.6 has
values of Knoop Hardness. Both the Knoop and Vickers are microhardness methods and
they exhibit similar change in hardness values.
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Figure 4.13 Correlation between the hardness of cold rolled CuZn30 and the yield
strength at strains levels above s=0.35 (data obtained from [14]).
Conclusion of This Chapter

In this chapter, a new formulation is presented to predict the strain distribution
through the thickness of the workpiece during axissymmetric forward microextrusion.
The formulation has a homogeneous strain and a shear strain component. The shear strain
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is zero at the axis of symmetry and increases gradually, having its maximum value at the
surface. By also using shear components of this formulation, a new model is established
to estimate the GND density during microextrusion. It is found that the GND density
increases with a decrease in the initial and final specimen thickness and an increase in the
die angle. Also it is shown that, for the smallest size, 00.76/0.57 mm pins, a 3.6%
increase in the strength at axis of symmetry is predicted, while a 1.2% and 0.9% increase
in the strength is predicted for 01.5/1.0 mm and 02.0/1.33 mm pins respectively at the
axis of symmetry due to strain gradient hardening. Thus, the predicted increases in the
strength due to SGH are not significant for the pins that are used in Chapter 1. With
respect to the assumptions in the analytical model, the increases would likely be less than
5-10% and still insignificant even if friction was included, the SSD density was higher,
etc. Finally, the microhardness results from past research were compared with analytical
model results and similar trends were observed.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, the deformation through the cross section for microextrusion and
microbending were investigated to determine the affect of the grain size and specimen
size. For both of these micro forming processes, deformation gradients exit through the
cross section. Microhardness evaluations were performed to characterize the deformation
distribution through the diameter and thickness of microextruded and microbent
specimens respectively. The results reveal that the deformation distribution through the
cross sections of the specimens is affected by the grain size when specimen size is
miniaturized.
For both processes, the deformation distribution through the cross sections of the
fine grained specimens is not affected significantly by the specimen size (i.e. deformation
distribution is independent from the specimen size) since the hardness profiles for the all
specimen sizes are similar. However, as the specimen size is miniaturized, the
deformation distribution of the coarse grained specimens deviates from the fine grained
ones, and from the larger size specimens. In addition, as the specimen size decreases the
coarse grained specimens have higher hardness increase values at the central region
compared to fine grained specimens. This occurs due to the penetration of deformation
from highly strained outer regions to the less strained inner regions (or expansion of the
highly deformed regions).
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In both forming processes, strain gradients are generated during deformation due to
the deformation geometry. In microextrusion there is also a contribution of the friction, as
well. As a result of miniaturization the strain gradients generated in the specimens during
deformation become steeper. It seems that when the strain gradients imposed by the
deformation geometry become steeper the deformation behavior of the coarse grains
begins to deviate from the fine grain in a strain gradient field. Penetration of deformation
occurs and as a result coarse grained specimens have higher deformation amounts (and
thus higher hardness increase values) at the less strained central region compared to fine
grain ones in microextrusion and microbending. For microbending, the specimens also
experience a lower deformation at the highly strained surface region, and thus have lower
hardness increase values at the surface compared to fine grained specimens. For
microextrusion, because of the high friction generated between die workpiece interfaces,
the coarse grained pins have comparable high hardness values at the surface region as
well.
For microextrusion, the micro structure analyses, together with the X-Ray pole
figure analyses show that inhomogeneous deformation patterns exist through the length
of submillimeter size coarse grained pins. For microbending, the microhardness
evaluations reveal that for the coarse grained specimens, inhomogeneous deformation
patterns exist with miniaturization. Also, inhomogeneous deformation was observed for
the coarse grained microtensile tested specimens that have only a few grains through the
cross-section from the mirohardness and micro structure evaluations. Thus, in general it
can be concluded that inhomogeneous deformation exists with miniaturization.
In addition, independent from the specimen size, the deformation distribution is
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affected by the surface grains as well in micro-extrusion. Note that the surface grains
experience extensive shear deformation due to friction and due to the deformation
geometry.
Furthermore, a shape irregularity is observed in the microextrusion of the
submilimeter size coarse grained pins. Curving occurs for approximately 80% of these
coarse grained pins. The tendency of the submillimeter size coarse-grained pins to curve
is related to the relatively large portion of the workpiece occupied by individual grains
which promote more inhomogeneous deformation. This would imply that the individual
size, location and orientation of the coarse grains would have a significant impact on the
deformation characteristics of the workpiece. As a result of inhomogeneous (elastic and
plastic) deformations, asymmetric residual stresses accumulate in the workpieces which
causes subsequent extruded material to continue to flow in an asymmetric manner and
thus curve. To avoid such shape irregularities, it is recommended that the number of the
grains through the diameter of the workpiece should be more than 10.
Finally, a formulation is generated to estimate the strain distribution through the
thickness during axis symmetric forward extrusion. By also using shear components of
the formulation, a new model is established to estimate the GND density stored during
microextrusion. It is found that the GND density increases with a decrease in the initial
and final specimen radii and an increase in the die angle, a. Then, using a Taylor type
equation as proposed by Ashby, the strain gradient hardening, SGH, that is experienced
by the microextruded pins used in Chapter 1 is estimated. For the smallest size,
00.76/0.57 mm pins, a 3.6 % increase in the strength at the axis of symmetry is
predicted, while a 1.2% and 0.9% increase in the strength is predicted for 01.5/1.0 mm
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and 02.0/1.33 mm pins respectively at the axis of symmetry due to strain gradient
hardening. Thus, the predicted increases in the strength due to SGH are not significant for
the pins that are used in Chapter 1. Also, it is found that to avoid a significant amount of
strain gradient hardening, the initial radius of the material should be roughly on the order
of 200 urn or greater. The microhardness results from past research were compared with
analytical model results and similar trends were observed.
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE WORK

Possible future works include;
1. Investigation of the behavior of a different metallic material such as aluminum in
similar microforming operations. In this research, specimens made of CuZn30
were used and some deformation size effects were observed. In order to
generalize these results (more confidently) similar experiments can be performed
with a different material to check if similar deformation size effects exist. For
example, Aluminum could be used which has a different stacking fault energy
than CuZn30.
2. Design more comprehensive microbending experiments with smaller size
specimens. In this research, the smallest size specimens used in the microbending
experiments have a thickness of 0.25 mm. Further miniaturization in the specimen
size could be useful. Also, microhardness evaluations are time consuming. A
visual strain measurement technique can be incorporated into the bending
experiments instead of performing hardness measurements after bending to
further study deformation size effects.
3. Design and perform additional experiments to investigate the dependence of
penetration of deformation behavior to the grain size such as, friction experiments
with high loads. In this research, the deformation distribution through the cross
sections of the microbent and microextruded specimen was investigated. During
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both processes strain gradients exist during deformation and with miniaturization
penetration of deformation (or expansion of deformed area) was observed. In
order to investigate this behavior solely and in a more detailed way, additional
experiments can be designed and performed.
4. Perform similar microhardness measurements or incorporation of visual strain
measurement

techniques

on different

microforming

processes,

such as

microcompression tests, microforging or backwards can extrusion processes in
order to assess deformation size effects in these processes.
5. Investigate strain gradient hardening through rolling experiments or micro plane
strain extrusion experiments with foil sheet sizes. A small strain gradient amount
is predicted for the microextruded specimens used in this research. The results
show that to experience a significant amount of strain gradient hardening, the
specimen thickness should be on the order of several hundred microns or less. In
addition, designing and performing plane strain microextrusion or microrolling
experiments can be easier than axis symmetric microextrusion.
6. Design and perform more comprehensive plane strain microextrusion experiments
with different grains sizes, extrusion ratios and die angles. In this research, the
effect of specimen size and grain size was investigated. The die angle and the
extrusion ratio were kept constant. In order to construct an analytical model for
microextrusion, the effect of these parameters (i.e., grain size, specimen size,
extrusion ratio, die angle) on deformation can be investigated in a more detailed
fashion.
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APPENDIX A

X-Ray Pole Figure Analyses:

The determination of the preferred orientation of the grains in a polycrystalline
material is referred to as texture analysis. Pole figures are one common way to obtain and
present the preferred orientation of materials. A pole figure provides diffraction intensity
of a given reflection (i.e., of a given plane) at a large number of different angular
orientations of the specimen. A contour map of the intensity is then plotted as a function
of angular orientation of the specimen. Pole figures give the probability of finding a
given crystal plane-normal with respect to specimen orientation. Thus, in order to
determine reflected diffraction poles with respect to the specimen coordinate system, the
specimen should be placed in the X-Ray machine so that its coordinate system with
respect to machine is known.
In the pole figure analyses performed in this research, the microextruded
specimens were placed on the X-Ray machine such that the extrusion direction
coincidences with zero Phi angle value. In Fig. Al, the Phi angle values are indicated
around the circle in the pole figure.

Ill

In order to determine the preferred orientation that is developed after extrusion (that is
parallel to extrusion direction), the angle between the diffracted poles and the extrusion
direction is measured from different pole figures which are obtained from the same
specimen (e.g. (111) and (100) pole figures for FCC).

Levels:
180
0.5 - 1 -2 - 4 -5.5

Max: 5.7

Figure Al Determination of preferred orientation from a pole figure
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APPENDIX B

MatLab code for theMicrobending hardness contour plots:

An example for the 0.25 mm thick specimen case, Fig. 2.4:
aR=load('np_250_500_03_R.txt');
aLMoadCnp_250_500_03_L.txt');
bR=load('np_250_500_05_R.txt');
bL=load('np_250_500_05_L.txt');
cR=load('np_250_650_0 l_R.txt');
cL=load('np_250_650J) l_L.txt');
dR=load('np_250_650_06_R.txt');
dL=load('np_250_650_06_L.txt');
eR=load('np_250_800_0 l_R.txt');
eL=load('np_250_800_0 l_L.txt');
fR=load('np_250_800_04_R.txt');
fL=load('np_250_800_04_L.txt');
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% np_250_500_03
np_250_500_03=(aR+aL)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_500_03)
ave_250_500_03(i)=mean(np_250_500_03(i,:));
end
x=-75:25:75;
level=[0 84 94 104 114];
figure(l);
contourf(np_250_500_03, level);
title('Contour Plot of np 0.25 mm 20 micron #03');
%

% np_250_500_05
np_250_500_05=(bR+bL)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_500_05)
ave_250_500_05(i)=mean(np_250_500_05(i,:));
end
xc=[0:230:1150];
yc=[-75:25:75];
level=[0 82.5 92.5 102.5 112.5];
figure(2);
contourf(xc,yc,np_250_500_05, level);
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title('Contour Plot of np 0.25 mm 20 micron #05');
%

% Average plots of np_250_500 specimens
np_250_500_ave=(np_250_500_03+np_250_500_05)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(i,:));
end
for i=l:length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_2_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(i,l:2));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_3_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(i,l :3));
end
for i=l:length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_4_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(i, 1:4));
end
for i=l:length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_5_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(iJl:5));
end

level-[20 83 93 103 113];
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figure(6);
contourf(xc,yc,np_250_500_ave, level);
title('Contour Plot of 2 np 0.25 mm 20 micron specimens #03 & #05');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%np_250_650_01
np_250_650_01=(cR+cL)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_650_01)
ave_250_650_01(i)=mean(np_250_650_01(i,:));
end
x=-75:25:75;
level=[0 77.5 87.5 97.5 107.5];
figure(7);
contourf(np_250_650_01, level);
title('Contour Plot of np 0.25 mm 129 micron #01');
%

% np_250_650_06
np_250_650_06=(dR+dL)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_650_06)
ave_250_650_06(i)=mean(np_250_650_06(i,:));
end
level=[0 76 86 96 106];
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figure(8);

contourf(np_250_650_06, level);
title('Contour Plot of np 0.25 mm 129 micron #06');
% Average plots of np_250_650 specimens
np_250_650_ave=(np_250_650_01+np_250_650_06)/2;
for i= 1: length(np_2 5 0_6 5 0_ave)
ave_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i,:));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_650_ave)
ave_2_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i, 1:2));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_650_ave)
ave_3_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i,l :3));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_650_ave)
ave_4_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i, 1:4));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_650_ave)
ave_5_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i,l:5));
end
level=[0 76.5 86.5 96.5 106.5];
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figure(12);
contourf(xc,yc,np_250_650_ave, level);
title('Average Contour Plot of 2 np 0.25 mm 129 micron specimens #01 & #06');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%np_250_800_01
np_250_800_01=(eR+eL)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_800_01)
ave_250_800_01(i)=mean(np_250_800_01(i,:));
end
x=-75:25:75;
level=[0 73 83 93 103];
figure(14);
contourf(np_250_800_01, level);
title('Contour Plot of Specimen #01 NP, Specimen Size:0.25 mm, Grain Size: 192
micron');
% np_250_800_04
np_250_800_04=(fR+fL)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_800 J)4)
ave_250_800_04(i)=mean(np_250_800_04(i,:));
end
level=[0 70 80 90];
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figure(15);
contourf(np_250_800_04, level);
title('Contour Plot of np # 04 specimen, size:0.25 mm, Grain Size: 192 micron');
np_250_800_ave=(np_250_800_01+np_250_800_04)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i,:));
end

i

for i-1 :length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_2_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i, 1:2));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_3_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i, 1:3));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_4_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i, 1:4));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_5_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i,l:5));
end
level=[15 71.5 81.5 91.5];
figure(19);
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contourf(xc,y c,np_250_800_ave, level);
title('Average Contour Plot of 2 NP specimens, size:0.25 mm, Grain Size: 192 micron');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%0/o%%%%%%%0/o%0/o%%

MatLab Code for the Microbending average hardness increase curves:
An example for the 0.5 mm thick specimen case, Fig. 2.8 b):
aR=load('np_500_550_02_R.txt');
aL=load('np_500_550_02_L.txt');
bR=load('np_500_550_05_R.txt');
bL=load('np_500_550_05_L.txt');

cR=load('np_500_700_0 l_R.txt');
cL=load('np_500_700_0 l_L.txt');
dR=load('np_500_700_06_R.txt');
dL=load('np_500_700_06_L.txt');
eR=load('np_500_800_0 l_R.txt');
eL=load('np_500_800_0 l_L.txt');
fR=load('np_500_800_05_R.txt');
fL=load('np_500_800_05_L.txf);
% np_500_550
np_500_550_02=(aR+aL)/2-77.5;
fori=l:9
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ave_500_550_02(i)=mean(np_500_550_02(i,:));
end
x=-203.2:50.8:203.2;
np_500_550_05=(bR+bL)/2-81;
fori=l:9
ave_500_550_05(i)=mean(np_500_550_05(i9:));
end
% Average plots of np_500_550 specimens
np_500_550_ave=(np_500_550_02+np_500_550_05)/2;
fori=l:9
ave_500_550(i)=mean(np_500_550_ave(i,:));
end
fori=l:9
ave_3_500_550(i)=mean(np_500_550_ave(i, 1:3));
end
for i=l :9
ave_5_500_550(i)=mean(np_500_550_ave(i,l:5));
end
fori=l:9
ave_6_500_550(i)=mean(np_500_550_ave(i, 1:6));
end

fori=l:9
ave_9_500_550(i)=mean(np_500_550_ave(i, 1:9));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% np_500_700_01
np_500_700_01=(cR+cL)/2-76.5;
fori=l:9
ave_500_700_01(i)=mean(np_500_700_01(i,:));
end
%

% np_500_700_06
np_500_700_06=(dR+dL)/2-78.5;
fori=l:9
ave_500_700_06(i)=mean(np_500_700_06(i,:));
end

% Average plots of np_500_700 specimens
np_500_700_ave=(np_500_700_01+np_500_700_06)/2;
fori=l:9
ave_500_700(i)=mean(np_500_700_ave(i,:));
end
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fori=l:9
ave_3_500_700(i)=mean(np_500_700_ave(i, 1:3));
end
fori=l:9
ave_5_500_700(i)=mean(np_500_700_ave(i, 1:5));
end
fori=l:9
ave_6_500_700(i)=mean(np_500_700_ave(i, 1:6));
end
for i=l :9
ave_9_500_700(i)=mean(np_500_700_ave(i, 1:9));
end
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %

0

/ 0 % % % % % % % %

0

/ 0 % % % % % % % % % %

0

/ 0

% np_500_800_01
np_500_800_01 =(eR+eL)/2-77;
fori=l:9
ave_500_800_01(i)=mean(np_500_800_01(i,:));
end
% np_500_800_05
%

np_500_800_05=(fR+fL)/2-79;
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fori=l:9
ave_500_800_05(i)=mean(np_500_800_05(i,:));
end

np_500_800_ave=(np_500_800_01 +np_500_800_05)/2;
for i=l :9
ave_500_800(i)=mean(np_500_800_ave(i,:));
end
fori=l:9
ave_3_500_800(i)=mean(np_500_800_ave(i,5:7));
end
fori=l:9
ave_5_500_800(i)=mean(np_500_800_ave(i,4:8));
end
for i=l :9
ave_6_500_800(i)=mean(np_500_800_ave(i,3:8));
end
fori=l:9
ave_9_500_800(i)=mean(np_500_800_ave(i, 1:9));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0 /o%%%%% 0 /o%%%%
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figure(l)
plot(x,ave_5_500_550,'w:');
hold on;
plot(x,ave_5_500_550,'k:');
plot(x,ave_5_500_700,'k-.');
plot(x,ave_5_500_800,'k-');
legend('Grain Size ','22.5 microns ', '205 microns', '285 microns')
title('highly strained 5 lines i.e. 0.5 0.8 mm length on the half arm ');
xlabel('location through the thickness (microns)')
ylabel('microhardness increase(HK)')
error=[3.2 2.9 2.6 2.3 2 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2];
errorbar(x,ave_5_500_550,error,'.');
errorbar(x,ave_5_500_700,error,'.');
errorbar(x,ave_5_500_800,error,'.');
MatLab Code for the Microbending average hardness increase curves for same grain size.
Figure 2.9:
aR=load('np_250_500_03_R.txt');
aL=load('np_250_500_03_L.txt');
bR=load('np_250_500_05_R.txt');
bL=load('np_250_500_05_L.txt');
cR=load('np_250_650_0 l_R.txt');
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cL=load('np_250_650_0 l_L.txt*);
dR=load('np_250_650_06_R.txt');
db=load('np_250_650_06_L.txt');
eR=load('np_250_800_0 l_R.txt');
eL=load('np_250_800_0 l_L.txt');
fR=load('np_250_800_04_R.txt');
fL=load('np_250_800_04_L.txt');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 0 /o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

a2R=load('np_500_550_02_R.txt');
a2L=load('np_500_550J)2_L.txt');
b2R=load('np_500_550_05_R.txt*);
b2L=load('np_500_550_05_L.txt');
c2R=load('np_500_700_0 l_R.txt');
c2L=load('np_500_700_01_L.txt');
d2R=load('np_500_700_06_R.txt');
d2L=load('np_500_700_06_L.txt');
e2R=load('np_500_800_01_R.txt');
e2L-loadCnp_500_800_01_L.txt');
f2R=load('np_500_800_05_R.txt');
f2L=load('np_500_800_05_L.txt');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%

a3R=load('np_l 500_515_02_R.txt');
a3L=load('np_l 500_515_02_L.txt');
b3R=load('np_l 500_515_01_R.txt');
b3L=load('np_l 500_515_01_L.txt');
c3R=load('np_l 500_715_02_R.txt');
c3L=load('np_l 500_715_02_L.txt');
d3R=load('np_l 500_715_05_R.txt');
d3L=load('np_l 500_715_05_L.txt');
e3R=load('np_l 500_800_04_R.txt');
e3L=load('np_1500_800_04_L.txt');
f3R=load('npJ500_800_06_R.txt');
f3L=load(*np_1500_800_06_L.txt');
g3R=load('np_1500_665_04_R.txt');
g3L=load('np_l 500_665_04_L.txt');
h3R=load('np_1500_665_05_R.txt');
h3L=load('np_1500_665_05JL.txt');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o0/o%%%

% np_250_500_03
np_250_500_03=(aR+aL)/2-84;
for i=l :length(np_250_500_03)
ave_250_500_03(i)=mean(np_250_500_03(i,:));
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end
% np_250_500_05
%

np_250_500_05=(bR+bL)/2-84;
for i=l:length(np_250_500_05)
ave_250_500_05(i)=mean(np_250_500_05(i,:));
end
%

% np_250_500 specimens
np_250_500_ave=(np_250_500_03+np_250_500_05)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(i,:));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_3_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(i,l:3));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_500_ave)
ave_4_250_500(i)=mean(np_250_500_ave(i, 1:4));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%np_250_650_01
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np_250_650_01=(cR+cL)/2-78;
for i=l :length(np_250_650_01)
ave_250_650_01 (i)=mean(np_250_650_01 (i,:));
end
%

% np_250_650_06
%

np_250_650_06=(dR+dL)/2-76;
for i=l:length(np_250_650_06)
ave_250_650_06(i)=mean(np_250_650_06(i,:));
end
level=[0 80 90 100];
%

% Average plots of np_250_650 specimens
%

np_250_650_ave=(np_250_650_01+np_250_650_06)/2;
for i=l :length(np_250_650_ave)
ave_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i,:));
end

for i=1: length(np_2 50 65 0_ave)

ave_3_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i,l:3));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_650_ave)
ave_4_250_650(i)=mean(np_250_650_ave(i, 1:4));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%0/o%%%%%%0/o0/o%%%

%np_250_800_01
np_250_800_01-(eR+eL)/2-72;
for i=l :length(np_250_800_01)
ave_250_800_01(i)=mean(np_250_800_01(i,:));
end

% np_250_800_04
%

np_250_800_04=(fR+fL)/2-69.5;
for i=l :length(np_250_800_04)
ave_250_800_04(i)=mean(np_250_800_04(i,:));
end
% Average plots of np_250_800 specimens
%
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np_250_800_ave=(np_250_800_01+np_250_800_04)/2;

for i=l :length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i,:));
end
for i=l :length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_3_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i,l :3));
end
for i=l:length(np_250_800_ave)
ave_4_250_800(i)=mean(np_250_800_ave(i, 1:4));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%0/o%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%

% np_500_550_02
np_500_550_02=(a2R+a2L)/2-77.5;
fori=l:9
• ave_500_550_02(i)=mean(np_500_550_02(i,:));
end
x=-200:50:200;
% np_500_550_05
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%

np_500_550_05=(b2R+b2L)/2-81;
fori=l:9
ave_500_550_05(i)=mean(np_500_550__05(i,:));
end
% Average plots of np_500_550 specimens
%

np_500_550_ave=(np_500_550_02+np_500_550_05)/2;
fori=l:9
ave_500_550(i)=mean(np_500_550_ave(i,:));
end
fori=l:9
ave_5_500_550(i)=mean(np_500_550_ave(i,l:5));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%np_500_700_01
%

np_500_700_01-(c2R+c2L)/2-76.5;
fori=l:9
ave_500_700_01(i)=mean(np_500_700_01(i,:));
end
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%

% np_500_700_06
%

np_500_700_06=(d2R+d2L)/2-78.5;
fori=l:9
ave_500_700_06(i)=mean(np_500_700_06(i,:));
end
% Average plots of np_500_700 specimens
%

np_500_700_ave=(np_500_700_01+np_500_700_06)/2;
fori=l:9
ave_500_700(i)=mean(rip_500_700_ave(i,:));
end
fori-l:9
ave_5_50Q_700(i)=mean(np_500_700_ave(i,l:5));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o0/o%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%

%np_500_800_01

np_500_800_01=(e2R+e2L)/2-77;
fori=l:9
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ave_500_800_01(i)=mean(np_500_800_01(i,:));
end
% np_500_800_05
np_500_800_05=(f2R+f2L)/2-79;
fori=l:9
ave_500_800_05(i)=mean(np_500_800_05(i,:));
end
%

% Average plots of np_500__800 specimens
np_500_800_ave=(np_500_800_01+np_500_800_05)/2;
fori=l:9
ave_500_800(i)=mean(np_500_800_ave(i,:));
end
fori=l:9
ave_5_500_800(i)=mean(np_500_800_ave(i,4:8));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%0/o%%%%0/o%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%0/o%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%%%%%

% np_1500_515_02
np_l 500_515_02=(a3R+a3L)/2-93;
fori=l:20
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ave_l 500_515_02(i)=mean(np_l 500_515_02(i,:));
end

%np_1500_515_01
%

np_l 500_515_01=(b3R+b3L)/2-97;
for i=l :20
ave_1500_515_01(i)=mean(np_1500_515_01(i,:));
end
% Average plots of np_500_550 specimens
%

np_l500_515_ave=(np_l 500_515_02+np_l 500_515_01)/2;
for i= 1:20
ave_l 500_515(i)=mean(np_l 500_515_ave(i,:));
end

fori=l:20
ave_4_l 500_515(i)=mean(np_l 500_515_ave(i, 1:4));
end

fori=l:20

ave_5_l 500_515(i)=mean(np_l 500_515_ave(i, 1:5));
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o0/o%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%0/o%%%%%%

%

%np_1500_665_04
np_l 500_665_04=(g3R+g3L)/2-72;
fori=l:20
ave_l 500_665_04(i)=mean(np_l 500_665_04(i,:));
end
%

% plots of np_1500_665_05
%

np_l 500_665_05-(h3R+h3L)/2-74;
fori=l:20
ave_l 500_665_05(i)=mean(np_l 500_665_05(i,:));
end
level=[0 72 82 92 102];
%

% Average plots of np_l 500_665 specimens
%
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np_l 500_665_ave=(np_l 500_665_04+np_l 500_665_05)/2;
fori=l:20
ave_l 500_665(i)=mean(np_l 500_665_ave(i,:));
end
fori=l:20
ave_4_l 500_665(i)=mean(np_l 500_665_ave(i, 1:4));
end
fori=l:20
ave_5_l 500_665(i)=mean(np_l 500_665_ave(i, 1:5));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%np_1500_715_02
np_l 500_715_02=(c3R+c3L)/2-68;
for i= 1:20
ave_l 500_715_02(i)=mean(np_l 500_715_02(i,:));
end
%

%np_1500_715_05
np_1500_715_05=(d3R+d3L)/2-85;
for i= 1:20
ave_1500_715_05(i)=mean(np_1500_715_05(i,:));
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end
% Average plots of np_1500_715 specimens
np_l 500_715_ave=(np_l 500_715_02+np_l 500_715_05)/2;
for i= 1:20
ave_l 500_715(i)=mean(np_l 500_715_ave(i,:));
end
fori=l:20
ave_4_l 500_715(i)=mean(np_l 500_715_ave(i, 1:4));
end
fori=l:20

ave_5_l 500_715(i)-mean(np_l 500_715_ave(i, 1:5));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o0/o%0/o%0/o%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%

%np_1500_800_04
np_l 500_800_04=(e3R+e3L)/2-82.5;
fori=l:20
ave_1500_800_04(i)=mean(np_1500_800_04(i,:));
end
%np_1500_800_06
np_l 500_800_06=(f3R+f3L)/2-67;
for i= 1:20
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ave_1500_800_06(i)=mean(np_1500_800_06(i,:));
end
%

% Average plots of np_1500_800 specimens
np_l 500_800_ave=(np_l 500_800_04+np_l 500_800_06)/2;
fori=l:20
ave_l 500_800(i)=mean(np_l 500_800_ave(i,:));
end
fori=l:20
ave_4_l 500_800(i)=mean(np_l 500_800_ave(i, 1:4));
end
for i= 1:20
ave_5_l 500_800(i)=mean(np_l 500_800_ave(i, 1:5));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%%%%0/o%%0/o0/o%%%%%%%%%0/o%%%

x3=(-736.3/812.5):(76.2/812.5):(736.3/812.5);
x2-(-203.2/254):(50.8/254):(203.2/254);
xl=(-76.2/127):(25.4/127):(76.2/127);
figure(l);
plot(x3,ave_5_1500_515,'w:');
hold on;
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plot(x3,ave_5_l 500_515,'k:');
plot(x2,ave_5_500_550,'k-.');
plot(xl ,ave_3_250_500,'k-');
legend('Sheet thickness ','1.625 mm ', '0.5 mm ', '0.25 mm ')
title('highly strained regions, 20 micron');
xlabel('normalized location through the thickness (mm/mm)')
ylabel('microhardness increase(HK)')
error_ave_4_1500_515=[3.8 0 3.4 0 3 0 2.6 0 0 2 0 2.2 0 2.6 0 3 0 3.4 0 3.8];
error_ave_5_500_550=[3.2 2.9 2.6 2.3 2 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2];
error_ave_3_250_500=[2.9 2.6 2.3 2 2.3 2.6 2.9];
errorbar(x3,ave_4_l 500_515,error_ave_4_l 500_515,'.');
errorbar(x2,ave_5_500_5503error_ave_5_500_550,'.');
errorbar(xl,ave_3_250_500,error_ave_3_250_500,'.');
figure(3);
plot(x3,ave_5_1500_665,'w:');
hold on;
plot(x3,ave_5_1500_665,'k:');
plot(x2,ave_5_500_700,'k-.');
plot(xl,ave_3_250_800,'k-');
title('highly strained region, 200 micron');
legend('Sheet thickness ','1.625 mm ', '0.5 mm ', '0.25 mm ')

xlabel('normalized location through the thickness (mm/mm)')
ylabel('microhardness increase (HK)')
error_ave_4_1500_515=[3.8 0 3.4 0 3 0 2.6 0 0 2 0 2.2 0 2.6 0 3 0 3.4 0 3.8];
error_ave_5_500_550=[3.2 2.9 2.6 2.3 2 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2];
error_ave_3_250_500=[2.9 2.6 2.3 2 2.3 2.6 2.9];
errorbar(x3,ave_4_l 500_665,error_ave_4_l 500_515,'.');
errorbar(x2,ave_5_500_700,error_ave_5_500_550,V);
errorbar(xl,ave_3_250_800,error_ave_3_250_500,7);
figure(5);
plot(x3,ave_5_1500_715,'w:');
hold on;
plot(x3,ave_5_1500_715,'k:');
plot(x2,ave_5_500_800,'k-.');
title('highly strained region, 300 micron');
legend('Sheet thickness ',' 1.625. mm ', '0.5 mm ')
xlabel('normalized location through the thickness (mm/mm)')
ylabel('microhardness increase (HK)')
error_ave_4_1500_515=[3.8 0 3.4 0 3 0 2.6 0 2.2 0 0 2.2 0 2.6 0 3 0 3.4 0 3.8];
error_ave_5_500_550=[3.2 2.9 2.6 2.3 2 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.2];
errorbar(x3,ave_4_l 500_715,error_ave_4_l 500_515,'.');
errorbar(x2,ave_5_500_800,error_ave_5_500_550,'.');

MatLab Code for the Normalized peak bending force versus specimen size curves for 20
urn, 190 um and 280 urn grained sheets. Figure 2.11:
a=load(*f_20_l 90_280.txt');
figure(l);
plot(a(:,l),a(:,2),'-w');
hold on
plot(a(:,l),a(:,2),':k')
plot(a(:,l),a(:,3),*k-.');
plot(a(2:3,l),a(2:3,4),'-k');
legend('Grain Size ','20 micron ', '190 micron ', '280 micron ')
xlabel('Specimen Thickness (mm)')
ylabel('Normalized Force (N/mm2)')
error_20=[11.6 17.6 12];
error_190=[8 17.45 11.7];
error_280=[17.5 8];
errorbar(a(:,l),a(:,2),error_20,'.');
errorbar(a(:,l),a(:,3),error_190,'.');
errorbar(a(2:3,l),a(2:3,4),error_280,'.');
axis([0 1.8 100 400])
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